Fountain of youth

By JOSEPH A. PHILLIPS

A proposed law to require residential developers to set aside land in their developments for public parks—or to pay the town a fee for the purchase of suitable land elsewhere—was adopted by the Bethlehem town board at its June 13 meeting.

"The bottom line is, we're running out of parkland, and we need additional lands to support the standards that have been set," said Councilwoman Doris Davis after the unanimous vote.

"We're a growing community, and we need additional parkland as we grow," she added.

First presented for the board's consideration in January and the subject of a Feb. 14 public hearing, the draft Local Law No. 8 for 2001 was scheduled for board action twice since then. It was tabled during the May 9 meeting to clear the agenda for discussion of the proposed Bethlehem Town Center project, and postponed again on May 23 due to the illness of draft law's architect, town planner Jeff Lipnicki.

With Lipnicki on hand for last week's meeting, board members sought clarification of several points of the proposal, which will establish a mechanism to link residential development to meeting the demand for public park facilities that development helps to create.

The law will require developers to set aside a specific percentage or portion of each development for public park use. At the planning board's discretion, they could alternatively pay a fee in lieu of such set-aside if the amount of land involved is not large enough or suitable for a new park.

The law establishes a schedule of set-asides or fees corresponding to different types of residential development, ranging from 925 square feet, or $925, per multifamily unit to 1,550 square feet or $1,550 per single-family detached unit. Any current or future project not yet holding conditional final approval from the planning board would be subject to the new law, Lipnicki said.

Questions centered on how the determination would be made whether a developer would be required to set aside land or pay a fee, and how those funds would be administered.

Davis expressed concern about a proliferation of small, difficult-to-administer or unsuitable park sites around town if the choice were left in developers' hands.

Town attorney Robert Alessi explained that the determination would rest with the planning board and "very seldom as a practical matter does a planning board determine that there is suitable land within a (given) subdivision," Alessi said. "Landowners themselves don't want to set aside (developable) land. They'd rather pay the fee."

The fees would revert to a dedicated land trust to be used exclusively for the

Board adopts law for park set-asides

---

Longtime BCMS teacher to retire

By KATHERINE McCARTHY

Thirty-five years and about 3,850 kids later, social studies teacher Donna Varriale will retire from Bethlehem Central Middle School later this month.

I wanted to be a lawyer, but that wasn't really an option when I was in school," Varriale said, "so I went into the next best field."

A native of Ephratah, Fulton County, she graduated from SUNY Oneonta in 1966, and through the social studies chair there, found out about the job at Bethlehem.

"There wasn't as much competition for teaching jobs then," Varriale said.

"You worked through contacts, and shared names."

It must have been more than contacts, though, for Varriale received four job offers.

Bethlehem's good reputation attracted her, and she taught seventh grade, then seventh and eighth grade, before settling in to the eighth-grade American history she has mainly taught during her tenure in the district.

"The kids make the job," Varriale said. "Eighth-graders are a little mature, and they are concerned about the future. They're young enough to be enthusiastic, open-minded, and easy to work with. As a group, they're great."

So great, in fact, that Varriale couldn't really come up with things that had been
Police arrest 2 for drunken driving

By JOSEPH A. PHILLIPS

Bethlehem police arrested two individuals last week and charged them with driving while intoxicated (DWI).

A former DWI offender, charged on May 10, led to a plea of guilt to a misdemeanor DWI charge by Mark Stewart Bianco, 35, of 13 Forestwood Ave. in Delmar. Bianco was fined $5500 and had his license revoked for six months.

Thomas J. Collins, 38, of 17 Garland Court, Albany, also pleaded guilty to DWI in his April 14 arrest, and was fined $350 and a $50 court surcharge and had his license revoked for six months.

Both Christopher Paul Urga, 27, of 88 Frearson Ave. Delmar, arrested May 10, and Richard Christopher John Webster, 30, of 285 Columbia St. Cohoes, arrested May 19, pleaded guilty to driving while ability impaired, and each was fined $500 and a $50 surcharge and had their license suspensions.

Located on 1/2" oak&beautful, beautiful, unbeatable prices! Come in for a quote, save time and money. Call us today and make it easy on yourself!

Calling all families!

We treat you like family.

At Samaritan Hospital, our critical care staff works each and every day to make sure patients receive the very best care that modern technology has to offer.

And the emotional support to help families get through a very difficult time.

Shirley DeCamp, a registered nurse for 28 years, understands.

"Families are important to us ... because at Samaritan, we’re like a family. I think the patients see that ... and they feel comfortable being here. They can trust us."

Providing care you can trust ... for generations.
In addition to standing water found in New York state infected, Superintendent Will Smith has to curb West Nile virus was also been acquainted with the County outbreak of the virus. Briquettes have an estimated life by mid-September in the face of late in the season if deemed necessary, he said.

Meanwhile, a public "Fight the Breite" campaign coordinated by state health officials is focusing on reducing backyard standing water that provides mosquitoes a place to breed — in rain barrels, discarded tires and drained roof gutters, near leaky faucets, in garden watering cans and plastic pooling pools.

Public health officials also urge that water in bird baths and pet dishes be changed frequently and that hot tubs proper chlorinated and maintained and dead birds, particularly crows and related species like blue jays, be reported to the county environmental health unit at 447-4620.

"Nothing is set yet, but we have no plans for an adulticide campaign," Peck said. "We would certainly have to see human cases occur before an adulticide is applied. And even with a human case, there's no proof that it would be effective. It's not even a consideration at this point."

Despite the many bird and bat concerns, water issues from last year's human cases were reported north of Westchester, so health officials are likely to consider the risk of human infection to be low.

The virus, first identified two summers ago in the New York metropolitan area, can cause encephalitis, a potentially fatal swelling of the brain and spinal chord. But in most cases, West Nile infection causes mild flu-like symptoms including fever, fatigue, skin rashes, and body aches within five days of exposure, generally through a mosquito bite.

In addition to standing water reduction measures, county health officials urge the public to take normal personal prevention steps like those used to combat Lyme disease and other insect-borne infections.

These include wearing long-sleeved shirts, long pants, shoes and socks; the sparing use of personal insect repellent — checking doors, windows and screens at home for holes and painting "adulticide" over a broader area — but mental health unit at 447-4620.

"Come Celebrate" folk Masses was their church on Saturday nights. The tone of the service is more contemporary, Mojallali said, although "The Lord's Prayer" still serves as the basis for the service.

"During the sermon," Mojallali said, "I might ask a question, and if people don't answer, I'll remind them of the case."

In a recent Gospel reading, Mojallali said Jesus was calling on people to address their fear. By asking how many people in the room had experienced fear, Mojallali said he was able to help people gain a sense of identification with the Gospel.

During the petitions, or prayers of the people, Mojallali invites people to offer their own petitions.

"People voice their own concerns, or look for support, or offer things that might draw laughter," he said.

Mojallali said the service has been well-received, with an average attendance of about 30 people.

"About half of those had been attending services and the other half had been on the margins," Mojallali said.

He expected a primarily younger crowd to attend the services, but has found that's not the case.

"There's one man in his mid- to late 80s who comes regularly," Mojallali said.

Thirty-nine-year-old Gus Calvo of Raveson is one of the musicians at the Saturday service, which he and his wife Noel (who runs the "overhead projector" found when they were looking for a folk Mass that he knew only to the 90s.

"What we always liked about the folk Masses was their spontaneous," Calvo said. "We were moved by the Saturday services at St. Stephen's. For me, it's a middle point, a meeting between now and old. It's not just us playing music, but the spirit of folk music is that it gets everybody involved. Music gets you into the spirit of being ready to listen."

Mojallali said the Saturday service is not meant to take anything away from Sunday services, noting that Celebrate is a reverent service at the same time that it's informal.

"We don't make light of the Sunday services," Mojallali said. "It's clear that there's reverence, and when I preach, people are attentive. Some of our concerns were that this would make the services smaller, but it hasn't really happened."

Average Sunday church attendance in the parish of 325 families is about 200, Mojallali said. He thinks people are responding to the services on a few different levels.

"This is a time when we all have very busy lives," Mojallali said. "People like to have Sunday morning with their spouses or families. At another level, this service is for people who feel uncomfortable or stiff in a traditional service. We had a young woman with a child who was fussing once, for instance, and I told her last to walk around with her child. Another time, we had a 1-year-old squawking during the Eucharist and I just picked the child up. People don't have to be on their best behavior during the service, but there does have to be reverence."

Mojallali is pleased to see the success of "Come Celebrate."

"It's been a blessing to discover that this kind of worship brings people closer to God," he said. "I'm trying to evoke a response, and that's what God is trying to do, to engage us. It's been a delight for me to do this service and to see it prosper."
Summertime – will the livin’ be nice and easy?

By KATHERINE McCARTHY

This is it, the last week of school. It will be a welcome change to step out of school; to not have to harangue children to do homework; to not have to sign what seems like a score of forms every week; to not have to pack snack, lunches, homework and library books every morning. It will be great to have more time with the kids, to hang out at the pool, to be able to sit and do nothing. This is it, the last week of school.

Without the kids, to hang out at the pool, to be able to sit and do nothing. All of that assumes a best-case scenario, but alas, Jeff Goldblum’s time with the kids, to hang out at the pool, to be able to sit and do nothing. Instead, we are delighted to see them running, screaming and yelling, "Oh, sure, it’s all oozing and shilling now," he says knowingly, "but later, there’s screaming and running."

That’s exactly the way it is as our children stop terrorizing teachers, principals and lunch aides, and return to spend more time in the family nest.

We are delighted to see them — how they’ve grown, they’re so much older, more mature, where is the time going? By late August, we will be casting longing glances at their schools, wondering if year-round education isn’t really the right thing.

In June, though, I envision that my darling boys and I will spend the summer reveling in each other’s company and doing wonderful things that will enrich our hearts, minds and souls. Hiking, touring historic sites, swimming, both at the town pool and in local lakes, fishing, and trips to the library are just part of the great fun we will have.

Maybe even a precious week sometime this summer, there is a more ambitious list — Blue Mountain Lake, Plimoth Plantation, New York City, Niagara Falls, maybe even Canada.

The boys’ list is much shorter — watch TV, go to the pool whenever Mom begins the harangue us about not spending every second inside, try to buy a lot of junk food at the snack bar. For a change of pace, go to the movies where we can also buy a lot of junk food. Their excursion list has brevity.

"Jurassic Park" movie, when he returns to the prehistoric island and watches the dinosaurs, also comes to mind.
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Ernest Hemingway would admire: go to the Great Escape. My fantasy of great enthusiasm over new and different things will yield then to great negotiations, as I seek to further enrich my children’s lives, and they crave what modern American society seems to disrespect — unstructured time.

They are real good readers and will settle down with a book at nearly any moment of any day. Still, as great as they are at amusing themselves, every parent knows that too little structure leads to the sort of bickering, name-calling and "I was only giving him a heart attack" fighting that wear even the most loving mother’s patience thin. I can always get them to walk the dog, although those walks seem to end magnetically at the toy store or the ice-cream stand, leaving me to feel like we need a bank loan to finance our summer.
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Board sets public hearing on Klersy zoning change

By JOSEPH A. PHILLIPS

Only part of this story was included in last week's issue. What follows is a complete version of the story, revised to reflect last week's events. We regret the error.

The Bethlehem town board has set a public hearing for Wednesday, July 11, on whether to rescind its previous rezoning of a 6.7-acre property on Delaware Avenue, targeted for construction of a senior assistive-living facility.

The request came from Henry Klersy, owner of the site of the CMI Senior Healthcare facility proposed by Epoch Senior Living Associates of Massachusetts. But Epoch officials were absent from the June 13 town board meeting — and whether Epoch remains on board for the project is an open question.

"We're wondering, and of course it's none of our business, but who will the builder be? And if a new buyer were to pick up where Epoch left off, without making any changes to the approved site plan, "They would not have to come back for further review or public hearings," Lipnicky said.

All they would need to do is note the change of developer, as was done when Epoch acquired CMI. But any substantive changes would require a reopening of the public review process, he said.

"It will come to pass, but it's going to take some time," said Klersy, blaming the unsuccessful lawsuit for any uncertainty about the project's future.

"They held me up for two years," he said. "I'm just trying to get some of that back and put the pieces together."

McDermott and her neighbors told you they will be there at the public hearing. "We do want to know who the builder will be," she said. "Curiosity is going to get the best of me."

Elks Lodge plans indoor flea markets

An indoor flea market and craft fair will be held at Bethlehem Elks Lodge, 1016 River Road, Selkirk, every fourth Sunday of the month from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m.

The kitchen will open at 8 a.m. Vendors are wanted; the lodge will provide tables and chairs.

For information, call 797-2066.

Group seeks members

The Delmar Writers Group, an organization for published and soon-to-be-published writers of fiction, nonfiction and poetry, has openings for new members.

For information, contact Ron Berger at 439-0297.

High Fives All Around!

Thanks to our corporate sponsors, for sponsoring our regular season teams, Senior Babe Ruth Team and All-Star teams.

Thank you...

2001 Babe Ruth Team Sponsors:

- Anaconda Sports, Inc.
- Farm Family Insurance
- Bob Bellizzi's Grand Slam
- General Electric Plastics
- Bethlehem Democrats
- Delaware Plaza Associates
- Exit 23 Mobil
- Glenmont Family Tire & Auto Center

Bethlehem Babe Ruth
We're Scoring!
Graduation: A senior's perspective

By MARK SHAWHAN

The writer will graduate from Bethlehem Central High School on Friday.

The last few weeks, especially the last two, have felt very strange to me. And it's not just because anything unusual has been happening. I still live in the same house, hang out with the same people, go to the same school. That's it, I guess: even though I still go to the same school, it's what's going on at school that's so strange. I'm about to graduate. It's simple enough to say; it's simple enough to do, I guess. But it feels incredibly strange.

I guess it's because the person who is going to graduate on Friday, June 22 doesn't feel like me. I couldn't quite say why, though. It's not like I don't understand why I'm about to graduate: I remember all four years of high school, and my college applications, and all that. But that happens every year: I'll be a college student.

The last few weeks have been anything but simple. As my last class didn't feel odd: it only hit me that I've already had my last high school class, and that two months and eight days from this time appears in print, I'll be a college student. Part of the problem is probably that the last few weeks have been like any other. Sure, it was almost the end of the year, and there was less work done than there were yearbooks signed.
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Business owners should respect their neighbors

Editor, The Spotlight:
I would like to add my voice to those decrying the destriction of the stand of beautiful trees along Delaware Avenue by the underpass.

Residents of the adjacent section of Herber Avenue have lost their only protection from the sights, noise and traffic of Delaware Avenue.

Because we don’t see why this is being done, the loss appears tragic and avoidable, yet another example of the insensitivity of commercial property owners to their resident neighbors.

Many Bethlehem residents, in particular those living in the older neighborhoods close to the commercial center, have developed a strong distrust of the business interests in town.

This is because it seems too often commercial decisions are made without attention to residents.

Another example is the inadequate buffer Main Square provides from lights and noise for the homes adjacent to the parking lot. The outside dining at Main Square is in the back, in sight of the dumpsters and parking lot, and subjects the neighbors to added noise and lights in the evening.

There was also a missed opportunity in the sitting of the deck.

Had the outside deck been placed on the Delaware Avenue side of Main Square, it would have been a much more social and festive atmosphere.

A street-side advertising for the businesses themselves, and at the same time would have protected residential neighbors from more disruption.

There’s a good reason why outdoor cafes in other cities are not located in the alleys behind the restaurants but in front for all to see and enjoy.

I believe that business decisions that respect the needs of residential neighbors of the businesses will be good decisions.

Wendy Leahmush
Delmar

PSEG settlement makes sense

Editor, The Spotlight:
I would like to applaud Supervisor Sheila Fuller and the town IDA for the responsible settlement with PSEG, which avoided a frightening legal judgment against the town.

Our representatives resolved a decade-long lawsuit that could have cost the taxpayers significantly more than it will.

Bethlehem had faced complic-ated lawsuits that challenge property assessments going back nine years. This situation, initiated by Niagara Mohawk, has been carried over since PSEG purchased the existing power plant, and exposed the town to as much as $60 million in refunds.

What’s more, PSEG has promised to redevelop the site so it will be a more modern and cleaner neighbor.

BOU supports early learning

Editor, The Spotlight:
I am writing on behalf of the Early Learning Center to thank Bethlehem Opportunities Unlimited (BOU) for its continued support of our early childhood intervention efforts.

This year, BOU funded a summer activities calendar, created by teachers at the ELC, to be sent to all children between the ages of 2 and 5 years old that reside in the school district.

The calendar suggested act-ivities that parents can do with their preschoolers that will nurture readiness skills, motor skills and be fun to do together.

BOU has generously funded grants to the ELC in past years, and we appreciate BOU’s continued support of the young learners of the Bethlehem Central School District.

Helen Salamone
Early Learning Center supervisor

LATE BLOOMERS

• a holistic counseling service
• Now in Delmar to assist with
• “feeling stock”
• relationship quandaries
• more balanced life
• building self esteem
• and personal power
• Alcohol/substance abuse information including relapse and impact on family

Call 439-9560
Rita M. Hoffman, Cert. Addictions Cnr. MS
Telephonic Sessions Also Available

"Be more than Never"
The Republican Conference of the Albany County Legislature released a plan on June 11 that would change the distribution formula for sales and compensating use taxes collected by the county. The new formula would result in increased revenues for county municipalities by providing them with 50 percent of the sales tax revenues up from their current 40 percent. Based on 2000 sales tax revenue, sharing an additional 10 percent of the sales tax revenues would mean almost $5 million in additional revenue for municipalities.

Because allocation has always depended on population, towns like Bethlehem which grew according to the 2000 Census, would receive an even larger piece of the pie. Last year, based on 1990 Census, Bethlehem received $1,835,628 from the sales tax. Under the proposed plan and using 2000 Census data, this amount would rise to $2,583,541.00, which is approximately a town that is losing revenue due to the PSEG settlement.

Here's where it gets interesting. Forty-eight hours after the Republicans introduced the allocation plan, which was ignored by some media, County Executive Michael Breslin and Legislature Majority Leader Frank Commisso announced their plan to provide more tax revenues to the municipalities, and suddenly it's front-page news.

Unfortunately, unlike the Republican plan which is based on population data, the whole point of the Democratic plan is to funnel money to the Democratic City of Albany — it does nothing to help Republican towns like Bethlehem.

The Democratic plan is all about helping Mayor Jerry Jennings, and in a way that's rather questionable — taking general fund dollars and simply giving it to the city.

The Republican plan, which would have given the city an additional $1.7 million, was fair to all the municipalities.

Clearly Breslin is responding to all the complaints from Jennings about losing sales tax revenue because of reduced population in the city.

But where was Breslin when Bethlehem was faced with possible double-digit school tax hikes as a result of the Niagara Mohawk/PSEG litigation against the town?

Fortunately, Michael Tucker, chairman of the Bethlehem Industrial Development Agency, recently announced the end of the dispute over legal challenges to the Niagara Mohawk and PSEG regarding the assessment of the power generating facility in Glenmont, now owned by PSEG.

Tucker deserves a tremendous thank-you from all of us for his outstanding effort to settle this matter and stave off a potentially disastrous situation.

The PSEG settlement will still cost taxpayers in the form of increased school taxes due to PSEG's reduced assessment. The recent proposal by the Republican Conference was designed to aid all towns, and certainly Bethlehem which needs the help to offset the impact of the PSEG settlement.

The sales tax reallocation plan that the Republican minority introduced would take effect immediately and last until the end of the year when the Legislature will vote on whether to continue the 8 percent sales tax.

All municipalities should receive a greater piece of the sales tax pie. For Bethlehem, the increased revenues are sorely needed.

At a time when Bethlehem taxpayers are faced with having to make up for millions of dollars in lost revenues from PSEG, county Republicans have acted for the greater good of all its local governments, the city included.

Here in Bethlehem, I believe we have to do our part to reduce the impact of the PSEG settlement. The response we got from the county executive and Democratic legislators is quite different and wholly unfair.

I encourage people to reach out to their county legislators and urge them to vote against the Democrats' self-serving tax allocation plan.

David Young
Albany County Legislature
Delmar
Lottery Announces Leaders of Tomorrow Scholarship Winners

Under the leadership of Governor George E. Pataki, the New York Lottery recently announced the winners of the Leaders of Tomorrow (LOT) scholarships. Launched last year by the New York Lottery, the scholarships recognize high school seniors with demonstrated leadership skills and community service. This year, 1,200 scholarships are being awarded, each worth $4,700, in increments and applied toward tuition costs at an accredited New York college, university, community college or trade school. Awards this year represent a commitment of more than $4.7 million by the New York Lottery.

ALBANY COUNTY:
Julie A. Faith, Watervliet SHS; Megan E. Fish, Bethlehem Central SHS; Jessica Corike, Cohoes HS; Hillary M. Courchene, Burnt Hills-Ballston Lake SHS; Danielle P. Herring, Albany HS; Michael Pietrilla, Daemen School; Christine M. Johnson, Colonie Central HS; Richard E. Jones, Christian Brothers Academy; Carolyn A. Keeler, Cohoes HS; Lindsey K. Kurose, Albany Academy; for Girli; Christopher W. Macomber, Albany Academy; Kaylin M. Markowski, Bethex-Knox-Westzer SHS; Alexis Muto, Academy of the Holy Names - Upper School; Carsa M. Razzia, Ravena-Coeymans-Sheridan SHS; Sarah C. Rantze, C. A. Bouwn SHS; Eric R. Shaw, Shadow School; Peter J. Tatara, Bishop Maginn HS; Danielle M. Theuer, Guildford HS.

CLINTON COUNTY:
Leigh J. Christiansen, Pou SHS; Sarah E. Farnsworth, Saugus High School; Kristin C. Gagnier, Seton Catholic Central HS; Alexa S. King, Northwood School Clinton SHS; Morgan A. Klune, Plattsburgh SHS; Justin R. McKenna, NorthFranklin HS; Rachel E. Mullen, Potsdam High SHS; Adrianne Jones, Lindsey E. Pashour, AuSable Valley Central School; James R. Ward-Rodgy, Cherry Corners Rural SHS.

COLUMBIA COUNTY:
Catherine M. Carbon, Ichabod Crane SHS; Marj K. Elwood, Germantown Central School; Erin E. Howe, Taconic Hills HS; Matthew T. Mackover, Hudson HS; Dustin F. Montgomery, Hawthorne Valley School; Anna K. Morrell, New Lebanon SHS; Deycke C. Stahowski, Bethlehem SHS; Ryan West, Chatham HS.

DELAVIA COUNTY:
Corey D. Babcock, Sidney HS; Christopher J. Bevan, Fulton MS; Michael Cutler, Ilion Shs; Franka中央 School; Brooke A. Coager, South Kortright Central School; Carolyn L. Caro, Downsville Central School; Stephanie C. Geidel, Walton HS; Selena M. Cerantes, Margaretville Central School; Daniel C. Herny, Sandy Creek Central School; Priscilla M. Hahn, Charlotte Valley Central School; Lauren L. Johnson, Andes Central School; Christina J. Oliver, Centerburg School; Dustin L. Purdy, Delware Academy HS; Carlos F. Supak, Family School.

ESSEX COUNTY:
Dana M. Bridge, Wilberth Central School; Laurel D. Pitts, Lake Placid SHS; Candice L. Gerenc, Newcomb Central School; Adam N. Hannon, Westport Central SHS; Kevan M. Hathaway, Keene Central School; Samuel J. Huntington, Crown Point Central School; Juli A. Macioce, Jeffersonville Lewis Central School; Melissa K. Myers, Schroon Lake Central School; Lindsay A. Ochs, Minerva Central School; Jared S. Schelbach, National Sports Academy; Jona J. Voshberg, Mohawk SHS; Daniel G. Wachstetzer, Notre Dame School; Kristin M. Young, Ticonderoga SHS.

FRANKLIN COUNTY:
Andrea L. Catier, Salmon River SHS; Erin L. Cook, Chautauqua HS; Daniel P. Loomis, Saranac Lake SHS; Erika R. LePage, Brushton-Moos-e SHS; Nadine F. Proctor, Frankford Academy HS; Nicholas J. Shaw, Tupper Lake SHS; Kellie A. Wilson, St. Regis Falls Central School.

FULTON COUNTY:
Lynde A. Abrams, Norwood HS; Donald B. Kaspoli, Broadalbin-Perth HS; James P. Lode, Johnstown SHS; Sandra N. Lowell, Gloversville SHS; Jonathan W. Vailiancett, Mayfield HS.

GREECE COUNTY:
Jaelyn L. DeMarnez, Tamaqua SHS; Bridget M. Mooney, Berlin Central SHS; Justin J. Peters, Lonsingberg SHS; Kimberly J. Penremik, Hoosic Falls SHS; Michael P. Schepers, Glens Falls SHS; Donavan J. Richards, Redemption Christian School; Calin M. Sherriff, Mayfield HS; Roberto M. Todesco, Troy HS; Ned S. Thomson, Alternate Learning Center.

SARATOGA COUNTY:
Gina T. Baer, Saratoga Springs SHS; Rachel M. Bowen, Stillwater Central School; Levi C. Chat, Schuylerville SHS; Catherine L. Cameron, Mechanixville Shs; Ben A. Clarke, Cohoes HS; Nicole M. Gabriel, Waterford-Halfmoon SHS; Joseph M. Hartung, Community Christian Academy; Adam C. Pliska, Burnt Hills-Ballston Lake SHS; Scan P. Sapos, Saratoga Central Catholic HS; Amanda R. Verdon, Ballston Spa SHS; Michelle M. Wilbur, Shenendehowa HS; Andrea L. Wianck, Glens Falls HS; Toren O. Zebell, Spring Hill Waldorf School.

SCHENECTADY COUNTY:
Aaron C. Capo, Scotia-Glenville HS; School; Michael R. Ceree, Mohonasen SHS; Daniel W. Collins, Scotia-Glenville SHS; Daniel J. Lo, Schalmont High School; John S. Paul, Niskayuna HS; Laura M. Terehka, Dunansberg HS; Carol A. Wixce, Notre Dame-Bishop Gibbons School.

SCHOHARIE COUNTY:
Amanda M. Casados, schoharie SHS; Jennifer L. Poole, Jefferson Central School; Lauren M. Richenmel, Voorheesville HS; Lenis C. Scrocelli, Cushing-Jr. R. High School; Adam J. VanValkenburgh, Gloversville-Consoloe Central SHS; Amanda N. Webb, Shaw Spring Central School.

WARREN COUNTY:
Beth M. Barlow-Smith, North Warren Central School; Matthew T. Campbell, Lake George SHS; Christopher M. DeSipio, South Green Falls SHS; William Kildilhe, Hoosic Valley School; Robert A. Owczaruk, Johnstown Central School; Anjali J. Pathrige, Shenendehowa HS; Grace O'connor, Watervliet SHS; Susan A. Supplete, Glenn Falls SHS; Gregory W. Weine, Herffiti HS.

WASHINGTON COUNTY:
Sarah J. Bensen, Herkimer Central School; Jenny E. Cooper, Herkimer Falls HS; Ashley N. Desort, Fort Edward High School; Lukas D. Lewis, Fort Ann Central School; Christopher J. Menneph, Corinth Shs; Malory C. Perkins, Greenwich SHS; Elizabeth Royle, Whitchi Shs; Christopher J. Stoll, Averill Park Central School; Capital L. Vavalle, St. John High School; Bryan K. Warren, Glens Falls SHS.
THE LAW

at

SAGE

The immense changes taking place in the arena of criminal justice and the law are expanding the career opportunities in this challenging and exciting field. The Sage Colleges offer outstanding degree programs designed to prepare individuals to take advantage of the employment opportunities available at all levels. Sage offers a variety of choices for full and part-time students including working adults. Classes are offered at two campus locations and during the day, evening and on weekends.

REGISTER TODAY!
Summer Session II begins July 2nd.

SAGE Graduate School (coed)
M.B.A./J.D.
with Albany Law School
M.A. Forensic Psychology

- Students taking 6 or more credits per term qualify for financial assistance.
- Credit for Life Experience is available at Sage Evening College.
- Sage offers degree programs in other related fields: Psychology, Sociology, Political Science and Public Administration.

For information:
1-888-VERY SAGE
www.sage.edu

THE SAGE COLLEGES
Russell Sage College for Women - SAGE Junior College of Albany
SAGE Evening College - SAGE Graduate School

www.vinyldeck.com
518-377-0374

Delmar Carpet Care

QUALITY CARPET CLEANING

- WALL TO WALL
- UPHOLSTERY
- ORIENTALS AND AREA RUGS

Tim Barrett

Take control of your dizziness.

Don’t let dizziness, vertigo, or balance disorders ruin another day. Improve the quality of your life with our Vestibular Rehabilitation — a proven effective method of treatment that can virtually eliminate your symptoms. Through various exercises and specialized equipment, our Licensed Physical Therapists can help you to stabilize your eye and head movements and restore your sense of balance. See your doctor today for a referral to Sports Therapy Albany. It’s a very solid idea.

Sports Therapy
Albany
Recognized For Results

www.sportstherapyalbany.com
What's another word for personality?

or what's the French definition of charm?

Montreal, of course!

And the rest of the world has come to recognize this. The London-based trends and lifestyle magazine Wallpaper lauds Montreal as "up there in the international big leagues" and describes the city as "cosmopolitan, nice to look at, and more fun than Toronto" and "serious about its food."

Aply described...

There's more to Montreal than beautiful women and famous bagels.

And speaking of Toronto ... in a recent quality of life survey Montreal ranked 19th among 215 cities worldwide – and tied with arch-rivals Toronto, and Luxembourg and Tokyo.

Montreal is charming, and definitely exudes a personality all its own, and is enjoying a resurgence of popularity. People are recognizing that it's fun to have a North American French-speaking city.

As it has been said, "There's such a nice joie de vivre" in Montreal.

And when you visit, one thing you will notice immediately is that Montrealers are extremely proud of their city, and vehemently protest any perceived slight to their city. Residents and visitors alike have a warm and fuzzy feeling about Montreal.

Montreal offers, and delivers, top-quality everything that visitors from around the world, and as close as Albany, want in a city.

The city, though, is quite unique: it maintains a rich European charm, North American modernities, quality tourism activities year-round, and world-class annual events like the International Jazz Festival and Formula 1 Grand Prix.

Montreal is home to more than three million residents that comprise some 80 different ethnic groups, and therefore, has an impressive array of annual cultural events and fabulous festivals. It's also renowned for its nightlife and restaurants.

The city has had more than 350 years of developing a lifestyle. Founded in 1642, traces of the city's historical past are everywhere. It was Jacques Cartier in 1535 who named Mount Royal, and Samuel de Champlain, in 1611, cleared a site near what is now the Old Port.

Montreal, by the way, was at one time called Ville Marie, and when you visit, you will often hear a reference to Place Ville Marie, an office and shopping complex in the downtown core.

Take a moment and, from a cobbledstone street in Old Montreal when you are standing alongside an old Victorian manor, glance up and see the sun reflecting off a post-modern skyscraper. One can distinguish and appreciate the contrasting nature of the city.

When you are there, especially now that the weather is becoming nice for walking, expect streets full of activity by day and bustling by night. People in the city are full of life and seem to like nothing better than to celebrate. Be sure to walk along Crescent, St. Denis and St. Laurent. Each street is full of outdoor cafes, jazz bars and restos.

Montreal ranks as one of, if not the, culinary capital of North America. One can find, in any category of dining establishment, any type of food one desires. There co-exist some 5,000 restaurants of every size, shape and description.

We are running out of space ... So come to Montreal and visit. The cultural activities, arts, festivals, museums and galleries, sports (both professional and annual events), architecture, churches and cathedrals combine to attract more than 10 million people each year to this inspirational city.

Vive Montreal!
Your money’s worth more, so come on up!

The Canadian dollar has again lost some value. In fact, it’s at almost an historical low. A U.S. dollar is now worth about $1.54 so, if an item costs $1 CDN, it costs only about 65 cents U.S.

Loonie diagnosis: Analysts say the dollar may slide even lower. In the somewhat complicated world of currency exchange rates and values, you need to know just one thing: the U.S. dollar in Canada is worth even more now. Which means that an American visitor can stay, shop, dine and be entertained for even less money. Economists and financial analysts—the folks who figure these things out—predict these rates of exchange may last for a year. But, who knows?

It is financially beneficial to purchase Canadian funds at a bank, especially in Montreal where exchanging U.S. funds for Canadian cash is quite routine. You can use credit cards, which also offer a fair exchange rate, for other purchases like accommodations and shopping. If you use U.S. cash for dining or shopping, some restaurants and retailers offer an exchange rate as high as $1.50; others as low as $1.40.

Save receipts to get a tax refund

Also, as a visitor to Canada, you are eligible for a tax refund on the GST charged on hotel accommodation and goods that you take back home with you. The Provincial Sales Tax is 7.5%, and the Federal Tax—the GST—is 7%, but you can get a GST rebate on purchases of $50 and more.

To qualify, pre-tax purchases (including accommodations) must total at least $200 CDN, and each individual purchase must be at least $50. Be sure to keep all your original receipts. When travelling by car or charter bus, you have receipts validated by Canadian customs officials or by staff at participating duty free shops.

Refund applications are available in hotel brochure racks. Private companies charge a fee, but Revenue Canada processes visitor refunds free of charge. You can download an application from www/rc.gc.ca/visitors.

This vacation, choose your preferred method of pampering.

SUMMER OPTIONS

Upgrade to Club Accommodation or Junior Suite
Full Breakfast for Two Daily
Additional Guest Room at Half Price for Children Under 18*
2,000 Bonus Priority Club Points or 500 Frequent Flier Miles***
Complimentary Underground Valet Parking

Summer is the best time for spoiling yourself—and no one helps you indulge better than Inter-Continental® Montreal. Simply choose one of the Options listed above and enjoy a vacation that’s sure to chase all your cares away.

 Rates starting at CDN $129 (approx. US $140).

HÔTEL INTER-CONTINENTAL MONTREAL
1120 René-Lévesque Ouest
Montreal, Quebec
www.montreal.intercontinental.com

For reservations, call 1-800-361-3600.

The Parc des Écluses presents The Magician’s Garden, 2001. Giant floral sculptures will again grace the edges of the mighty St. Lawrence River for the second year.

The Parc des Écluses assumes a new personality as Mosai’cultures Internationales Montréal presents The Magician’s Garden. Giant floral sculptures will again grace the edges of the mighty St. Lawrence River for the second year.

Mosai’cultures Internationales Montréal spans 14 hectares of rich soil located in the Old Port of Montreal, which runs over a mile along the banks of the St. Lawrence River.

The floral sculptures are in bas-relief, their vibrant colours bringing life and passion to the park. Plants are very carefully selected for their intended purpose, as design specifications are precise in order to make the sculptures as realistic as possible. Great consideration has to be given to the stability of the structure, weight of the foliage, humidity of the soil and the effects of the elements. Depending upon the complexity of the structure, the volume of water required varies, so auto irrigation becomes necessary. It takes somewhere in the range of three million plants to create these 100 floral sculptures.

Last year 730,000 visitors to the west end of this historic port marvelled at giant floral structures, some 50 feet high. Perhaps one of the most amazing works of living art were the Mollusks Taking Off. Three of these ducks appeared to be flying so low that their feet just skimmed a pond. Their wing spans were close to three feet long.

This event was obviously a hit last year, as it won the Ulysses Prize for the Event of the Year 2000 in Montreal. The New England Spring Flower Show of Boston voted Mosai’cultures Internationales Montréal the Gold Medal for “Something out of the ordinary but displaying horticultural skill and beauty.”

Tickets can be purchased on site at the park entrance. Discounted rates are available for groups of 15 or more. The park is open daily from 9 AM to sunset and is wheelchair accessible.

The Old Port of Montreal is located at the foot of McGill Street. For further information, call 1 888 868 9999 or visit the Mosai’cultures Internationales Montréal Web site at www.mosaique.ca.
How do you take your music? With Passion!

Not only will the hills be alive with the sounds of music this summer, but so will the streets, bars, clubs and churches in Montreal. The city's annual Montreal Chamber Music Festival, getting bigger and better with each passing year, will this year pay homage to Jascha Heifetz, the legendary violinist who lived from 1901 to 1987. During the festival, from June 2 to 16, Artistic Director and cellist Denis Brott will be joined by a bevy of world-class musicians.

Seven Connoisseur Concerts will take place at the Chateau de la Montagne, a delightful 24-story Mount-Royal, one of the city's historical sites. S"o Romantic Strings" and "Baroque", a new Baroque series, will be held at the Chapelle Notre-Dame-de-Beau-SECOURS. Located in Old Montreal, the Chapelle will be the site of concerts in a 17th century building. As in previous years, "Concerts in the Streets" will delight passers-by at noon.

The 2001 Festival will feature 25 concerts over a 16-day period. For more information about this annual event, call 514 489 7444 or visit the festival website at www.festivalmontreal.org.

If the strains of a violin aren't music to your ears, then a good dose of jazz may perk you up. The Montreal International Jazz Festival has become an event many consider worthy of planning their vacations around. Now into its 22nd year, the festival offers jazz lovers of every ilk a musical treat and thousands jump in response. From mellow to acid, this music form covers a wide spectrum of jazz styles. Aficionados take in the tunes while sitting back in a cosy bistro, music spilling out onto the streets of the city through the open windows. If joining the masses is more your thing, be one of many adoring fans at Place-des-Arts, with its huge outdoor stage.

Keep June 28 to July 8 marked on your calendar if you want to get all jazzed up! More than 450 performers will bring their individual flavour of jazz to the stage. The ticketed event lineup has been announced and tickets are on sale now. A list of free shows is also available. Call 1 888 515 0015 for information, or visit the Jazz Festival Web site at www.montrealjazzfest.com.

Don't be confused...

One's a dome, One's a sphere and they're each bio!

At first glance one could confuse the two, but each have their own personality and raison d'être.

Both attractions are focused on the world we live in. Brimming with a myriad of learning opportunities, the two Montreal attractions offer visitors a chance to stop and take a fresh look at the world around them.

Montreal's Biodôme is a "house of life". This environmental museum and collection of natural ecosystems is located in the heart of Montreal. Open daily year round, nature lovers can take self-guided tours using interpretation panels to learn as they go. Visitors can take questions to the Eco-Espace desk or ask nature interpreters in the various ecosystems.

A Tropical Forest, Laurentian Forest, St. Lawrence Marine Ecosystem and the Polar Worlds of the Arctic and Antarctic teach young and old about the wonders of the world. Their 120,000-square feet use hydraulics, power, heating, lighting, monitoring and control to create and maintain the four ecosystems.

A Naturia discovery room and educational activities will reinforce the importance of living responsibly in each of the four ecosystems. Nationally and internationally, the Montreal Biodôme participates in a multitude of programs designed to reproduce endangered species and to keep a watchful eye on fragile natural habitats.

Nature-themed games, glassware, books, fossils and plush animals are a sampling of the contents in the on-site gift shop.

The Montreal Biosphère is open daily from 9 AM to 5 PM - 7 PM during the summer. Parking is available. Wheelchair accessible. www.ville.montreal.qc.ca/biodome 514 888 3000.

The Biosphère. You'll never look at or drink water the same way again! Known as the "museum without walls", this Buckminster Fuller geodesic dome is the largest dome in the world. Originally designed to be the Expo '67 American pavillion, Canada took this architectural masterpiece and transformed it into a testament to H2O.

While we often take our supplies and the quality of our water for granted, the Biosphère is dedicated to educating visitors about its importance. The St. Lawrence River and Great Lakes are the main focus at the Ecowatch Centre.

Like Montreal's Biodôme, the Biosphère has four exhibition halls. You will learn all sorts of interesting facts about this essential resource through multimedia presentations, interactive technology and hyper-modern museography. Since knowledge is a source of power, the more you learn about water, the better equipped you are to be responsible. Educated visitors then use this information to help educate others.

Everyone benefits from a visit to the Biosphère, so try to set aside a couple of hours for a visit.

There is of course an admission fee, but with the purchase of admission, you get a couple of hours for a visit.

During the Montreal Chamber Music Festival, from June 2 to 16, Artistic Director and cellist Denis Brott will be joined by a bevy of world-class musicians.

... Montreal with a touch of the Orient!

235 rooms and deluxe suites

Close to the Convention Centre and to historic Old Montreal

Spa Sinomonde

"Full Relaxation Centre"

Health club and indoor pool

"Chez Chine":
Montreal's finest Oriental and Continental restaurant

Walking distance from the city's most popular attractions

Steps to Place D'Armes subway station

Indoor Parking

Rates from

$89 US / $135 CDN

* Single or double occupancy per room, per night.

Children under 18 stay free and under 12 eat free when accompanied by parents.

Rates subject to availability. Taxes not included. Exchange rate may fluctuate.


For reservations, call 1-800-695-9888 or www.hiseselect-yul.com
We encourage you to use these web site listings. There is always new and timely information about cultural, recreational and entertainment activities that you and your family won't want to miss.

Air Canada Grand Prix 514 350 0000 www.grandprix.ca
Canadian Centre for Architecture 514 929 7070 www.cca.qc.ca
Centaur Theatre Company 514 286 1229 www.centaurtheatre.com
Centre d'histoire de Montréal 514 872 2007 www.ville.montreal.qc.ca/chm
Château Ramezay Museum 514 861 3700 www.chateauramezay.qc.ca
Christ Church Cathedral 514 843 6577 www.montreal.anglican.org/church
Cosmodôme Space Centre 456 976 3600 www.cosmodome.org
Fur Trade National Historic Site 514 637 7433 www.parcs.canada.gc.ca/furtrade
Graney Zoo 877 472 6899 www.mdjzoo.com
Hippodrome de Montréal 514 739 2741 www.hippodromemontréal.ca
ISci Centre 514 946 4724 www.isci.ca
L'Opéra de Montréal 514 965 2222 www.operademontréal.qc.ca
La Galerie de l'UQAM 514 967 8421 www.galerie.uqam.ca
La Ronde 514 872 4537
Lachine Canal 514 637 7433 www.parks.canada.gc.ca/lachine
Les Grands Ballets Canadiens 514 949 8811 www.grandsballets.qc.ca
McGill University 514 398 6555 www.mcgill.ca
Metropolitan Centre 514 866 6382 www.mtelecom.ca
Moison Centre 514 825 6555 www.centredelaculture.com
Montreal Alouettes Football Club 514 872 2206 www.alouettes.mls.com
Montreal Biosphere 514 866 3000 www.ville.montreal.qc.ca/biosphère
Montreal Botanical Garden 514 872 1400 www.ville.montreal.qc.ca/jardin
Montreal Canadiens 514 932 2552 www.canadiens.com
Montreal Expos 514 790 1245 www.montreal expos.com
Montreal Insectarium 514 872 1400 www.ville.montreal.qc.ca/insectarium
Montreal Olympic Park 514 252 6867 www.rio.gox.qc.ca
Montreal Planetarium 514 872 4530 www.planetarium.montreal.qc.ca
Montreal Stock Exchange 514 671 2424 www.bbmq.com
Mosaicultures Internationales 514 669 4000 www.mosaiculture.ca
Musée d'art contemporain 514 847 6526 www.mac.org
Musée Just for Laughs 514 845 4000 www.hahaha.com
Notre-Dame Basilica 514 642 2926
Old Montreal Ghost Walk 514 868 0033 www.phm.qc.ca
Old Port of Montreal 514 849 7678 www.vieuxportdeMontréal.com
Orchestre symphonique de Montréal 514 842 3402 www.osm.ca
Parc Safari 450 247 3727 www.parcsafari.com
Place des Arts 514 285 4271 www.pda.qc.ca
Salève Bretonnel Centre for the Arts 514 739 2351 www.theartleigh.org
Saint Joseph's Oratory 514 733 6211 www.saint-joseph.org
Saint Patrick's Basilica 514 866 7379 www.saintpaul.basilica
Stewart Museum at the Fort 514 851 6701 www.stewartmuseum.org
The Biosphere 514 283 5000 www.biosphere.ec.gc.ca/bio

Site of the Month
Place des Arts
Montreal's cultural arts centre. Events attract some 100,000 people a year. Guided backstage tours are available.

Montreal Teasers

FIND A WORD

B T A B L E H O T E D W I
H I T I A L U A E F L C B
R E F V B T I H P B L P N
E M G M O U N T R O Y T R A L I A
O S D G F T G H J S V P T K
O K L I Q W R E I R E T R P T G
B F D L S X R C V B W N M
R N H Y U C A N A D I E N
E D F G H X I R P D N A R C
H W S D B F M N B H E F C S
E C O N D C U P O K I J G
G H U T R H L T K S F E G

Reasons to visit Montreal!

Canada's answer to Starbuck's
Won Stanley Cup in 1993
Subway system
Mountain inspiration
Flaky pastry
Longest street

Downtown university campuses
Patios
Bring your own
Daily special
Car race
Morning drink

Finding interesting and even educational ways to keep the little ones occupied while in another city can sometimes be a challenge, but not in Montreal. In fact, coming to Montreal specifically for the benefit of the kids can be quite rewarding. There are many attractions and events that are family oriented. Here are some suggestions ...

First, plan on staying in a kid-friendly hotel. There are several hotels in the downtown core that provide family-oriented facilities, as children's recreational facilities may be an important factor during the time you are in the hotel.

For example, at this time of year an outdoor or indoor pool is always popular, so it's a good idea to ensure that you choose a hotel that has such – and of course, being bathing suits. Some hotels will provide for pre-arranged children's activities while you are out doing adult things.

Check theatre listings and, if possible, reserve tickets in advance (although you can sometimes buy tickets the day of the performance). These are just a few of the interesting things to think about when in Montreal ...

Visit the Canadian Railway Museum at Debson. The museum has a grand collection of more than 130 vehicles. Kids are sure to be fascinated and rides are available.

The Dolls and Treasures Museum in Old Montreal is always an intriguing place to visit – whatever your age. The museum, as you can surmise, is dedicated entirely to dolls, and has a collection that spans 100 years. 514 866 0110.

Dad, mom, (or both) whoever may be a baseball fan, can take the young baseball fans to an Expos game. The regular season continues until September at the "Big O". For tickets call 514 8 GO EXPOS.

For the brave at heart (parents) and adventurous kids, try rafting or jetboating on the St. Lawrence River. Two companies operate these adventures: Lachine Rapids Jet Boatting (514 284 9607), and Rafting and Jetboating on the Lachine Rapids (514 767 2230).

La Ronde (pictured) is located in Jean Drapeau, and is Quebec's largest amusement park. The park has 35 rides and attractions. The Dolls and Treasures Museum is an intriguing place to visit - whatever your age. The museum, as you can surmise, is dedicated entirely to dolls, and has a collection that spans 100 years. 514 866 0110.

One company operates these attractions: Lachine Rapids Jet Boatting (514 284 9607), and Rafting and Jetboating on the Lachine Rapids (514 767 2230).

La Ronde (pictured) is located in Jean Drapeau, and is Quebec's largest amusement park. The park has 35 rides and attractions. The Dolls and Treasures Museum is an intriguing place to visit - whatever your age. The museum, as you can surmise, is dedicated entirely to dolls, and has a collection that spans 100 years. 514 866 0110.

One company operates these attractions: Lachine Rapids Jet Boatting (514 284 9607), and Rafting and Jetboating on the Lachine Rapids (514 767 2230).
Visit a museum ... or take a pass

Montreal, which provides visitors with an opportunity to browse through a variety of distinctive -- some very unusual -- museums, has come up with a very user-friendly idea: a museum pass.

Montreal Museum of Fine Arts

Good for access to 25 museums, the pass will appeal to as many people of diverse interests as there are museums.

When purchasing a Montreal Museum Pass, you receive a passport with details on all of the participating locations. This is how the system works; the first time you visit a museum, the pass will be validated, then for two out of three consecutive days, admission to all of the participating museums is free.

The Museum Pass may be purchased for $20 CDN at all of the participating museums, at the Infotouriste Centres in Montreal (1001 Dorchester Square and 174 Notre-Dame Street East) and at many of Montreal's hotels.

For information on the Montreal Museum Pass, call 1 877 266 5687 or 514 873 2015.

To give you a taste of what you can expect to see in the museums, here is a sampling to whet your cultural appetite.

Montreal is sometimes referred to as "the city of a hundred bells". Do you know, or can you guess why?

Choice Hotels Canada

The largest chain of hotels across Canada providing the ultimate solution for all occasions!

Choice Quality Suites
(450) 686-6777

Choice Comfort Inn
(450) 686-0600

Our courteous and professional guests service teams at Choice Hotels enjoy serving you! Call us for more information about our properties, reference numbers and rates.

At Delta Montreal...

Located in the heart of the most vibrant city in North America, Delta Montreal offers spacious guest rooms with balconies, an exclusive ticket outlet for shows and events, fine dining, art exhibits of local talents, a complete spa and fitness center.

One step away from the entertainment and business districts, exclusive boutiques, the finest restaurants and museums. It's certainly all you need when it comes to making the most out of your trip to Montreal.

CELEBRATE 'À LA MONTREAL' PACKAGE

2 nights accommodation, 2 tickets for "Picasso Érotique" at the Montreal Museum of Fine Arts, 2 tickets for the Magician Garden, $20 gift certificate for the Montreal Casino and VISA® Savings PASSPORT.

$129 US / $169 CDN / night (2 nights minimum)

Reservations: 1 877 286 1986
It's the classic romantic setting, narrow streets, ringing with the clip-clop of horses' hooves as they transport an elegant carriage. Add a rainy night and you've set the stage for romance worthy of a movie. Old Montreal beckons to the incurable romantic, and it would take a hard heart, indeed, to turn it down.

Whether you choose a gentle horse and carriage ride, waiting for you at Place d'Armes (in front of City Hall) or you prefer strolling along the streets, the pleasures of Vieux-Montreal are many. Official walking tours operate every day, from June 24 to September 30 at 11:00 AM and 1:30 PM. Tours are 90 minutes long and depart from Place d'Armes (in front of City Hall) or you prefer strolling along the streets, the pleasures of Vieux-Montreal are many. The Delta Montreal is centrally located in Old Montreal, just a short walk from the heart of the city. The hotel provides guests with convenience, amenities, and services that are sure to make your stay enjoyable.

Vieux-Montreal ... classique et romantique

No extra charge

Hotel provides guests with convenience

The Delta Montreal seems to be all about convenience. Everything about the hotel seems to be convenient – from the location to the layout. Which explains the unusually high rate of well satisfied and repeat guests.

First, from its location on President Kennedy Avenue, guests can walk within minutes to almost everything: Place des Arts, the Molson Centre, McGill University, the best of Montreal’s shopping districts and Old Montreal. You can easily access the city’s underground and public transit system – The Metro – as well. The hotel even has two entrances; one on President Kennedy and the other on Sherbrooke Street. The hotel is also located very close to many of the performance locations of the Montreal Jazz Festival, one of the largest annual events in the city. The Jazz Festival this year is from June 28 to July 8. The Delta Montreal is also the host hotel for the Just For Laughs Festival from July 12 to July 22. Keep your eyes open ... especially in the hotel. Many festival celebrities stay here.

However, inside the hotel is where you will find the facilities most conveniently accessible, from the indoor pool area to the location of the dining room and lounge. Sufficient to say that all the facilities are very well situated.

The Delta Montreal (not to be confused with the Delta Centre Ville) has been a Delta property for some 15 years, which is unusual these days as many hotels change names and ownership every so often.

The hotel has achieved a level of success by not only being in an excellent location but also providing guests with unusually exceptional facilities. It accommodates families (and excess luggage) very well. Even small pets are welcome. The hotel staff is exceptionally friendly and accommodating and Delta Montreal has well developed and well thought out programs and packages.

The rooms are all unique, all the amenities one would expect to find in a deluxe hotel, from coffee makers to hair dryers and – ladies pay attention – the rooms also have full length and magnifying mirrors. Nice touch when you are dressing for a special occasion. Most rooms also have balconies and from many of the rooms the views of Montreal are exceptional.

The hotel has 453 deluxe, oversized rooms, guest suites, including suites, and guests can choose King or double accommodations. There are several wheelchair accessible rooms, and several floors are designated non-smoking. The hotel also offers guests Delta Signature Club service, which provides upgraded services and amenities on two limited-access floors and also includes complimentary continental breakfast and bars d’oeuvres in a private lounge.

Delta Montreal has a sports club which includes an indoor pool, a very well equipped fitness centre, two squash courts, a sauna and a full service spa and beauty center for women and men called Atmosphere, and a children’s creative centre. If you forget to pack bathing suits or your squash racquets, the sports club has a complete line of accessories to purchase, or guests can rent squash racquets.

Children are treated as V.I.P. guests at the hotel. There is a separate check-in for kids, which is a fun family friendly game to keep kids occupied while parents check-in for real.

The hotel has perhaps two of the best dining/lounge facilities to be found in any of Montreal’s hotels. Le Bouquet Restaurant is comfortable and decorative and 19th Century, which is devoted to the work of its namesake, one of Quebec’s best-known painters.

By way of entertainment, the hotel has two limited-access floors that are perfect for those looking for a bit of action. Two limited-access floors that are perfect for those looking for a bit of action.

Delta Montreal offers several attractive and value-added packages. There is, for example, an A La Carte package, a package for shoppers. The Delta Montreal also offers the package at The Bay (Montreal’s largest department store), a Celebrate Montreal package which includes tickets to two city attractions and a coupon for Casse de Montreal, a Romantic Getaway package and a Family Bliss package. All packages include different things, choices and discounts.

To inquire about rates, packages, reservations or any information, you can call Delta Montreal at 1-877-286-1996 or see the hotel web site: www.deltamontreal.com.

If your idea of history and culture leans more towards art galleries and museums, Old Montreal will keep you intrigued. Museums include the Chateau Ramezay Museum, a former Governor’s residence from the 18th century, Maryse Bourgeois, Museum, depicting life in 17th-century Montreal through the eyes of a violin woman and the Bank of Montreal Museum – Canada’s first bank built in 1817. The Pointe-a-Caillière, Montreal Museum of Archaeology and History is here as is the Marc-Aurèle Forain Museum, which is devoted to the work of its namesake, one of Quebec’s best-known painters.

By way of entertainment, the hotel has two limited-access floors that are perfect for those looking for a bit of action. Two limited-access floors that are perfect for those looking for a bit of action.

Delta Montreal offers several attractive and value-added packages. There is, for example, an A La Carte package, a package for shoppers. The Delta Montreal also offers the package at The Bay (Montreal’s largest department store), a Celebrate Montreal package which includes tickets to two city attractions and a coupon for Casse de Montreal, a Romantic Getaway package and a Family Bliss package. All packages include different things, choices and discounts.

To inquire about rates, packages, reservations or any information, you can call Delta Montreal at 1-877-286-1996 or see the hotel web site: www.deltamontreal.com.

DELTA MONTREAL is conveniently located to daytime and evening activities.

Call Delta Montreal at 1-877-286-1996 or see the hotel web site: www.deltamontreal.com.
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Montreal's underground

By Ronald T. Harvie

For native Montrealers, on their daily rounds through the city's famous 11-kilometre (6.8 miles) underground network of malls, office complexes, museums and even the metro, there's often a moment of truth: a challenge that stops them in their tracks.

Standing in front of them is a tourist, map in hand and an awe-struck look on his face, asking a simple question: "How do you get to (shop) downtown?"

What seems so natural to the native familiar with the maze of tunnels, passageways and platforms that make up the underground city is sometimes not quite so easy to understand for the visitor.

The proximity to several large cities accounts for another reason that Montreal is so popular as a group destination. It's the team's colourful mascot. For group rates and information call! 800-888-3425. Montreal's underground.

THE LANDMARK HOTEL Fairmont The Queen Elizabeth opened in 1956 and remains one of Montreal's most prestigious hostilities. Famous folks - from Fidel Castro to John Lennon and Yoko Ono - have stayed here. In fact, people still sometimes leave roses near Room 1742 in Lennon's memory!

If you know 19 or 39 people ...

You too can be a Montreal groupie

City offers visitors more than the usual reasons to organize a group visit. Montreal has a rich cultural scene, from opera to sports events, concerts, historical walks and much more. Montreal offers visitors more than the usual reasons to organize a group visit. The proximity to several large cities accounts for another reason that Montreal is so popular as a group destination.

One of the first considerations of course, is typically the cost. A Canadian dollar is worth more than the U.S. dollar, so Americans receive unparalleled value. One U.S. dollar is now worth about $1.54. When arranging group hotel accommodations or admission fees to attractions and events there are usually group discounts.

One U.S. dollar is now worth about $1.54. When arranging group hotel accommodations or admission fees to attractions and events there are usually group discounts.

Another bright, wide passageway lined with shops leads us to the next mall, Place Montreal Trust. Here you'll find (indigo), one of the city's biggest and brightest bookshops, along with dozens of other great shops - like the hot European chain, Zara. There's a huge atrium here, too, whose claim to fame is one of the tallest indoor fountains in North America. Every five minutes, a "geyser" of water shoots 150 feet into the air.

Strolling through another busy connector-mall, we arrive in the Eaton Centre, another multi-level shopping complex. Here you can go in one direction to the Promenades Cathédrale and The Bay department store, or the McGill Metro station. In the case of one tour, we'll head south through a different tunnel though, because it brings us to Place Ville Marie. This is the beginning of it all. The original-and still-tickling-heart of the underground city.

First planned in the 1950s by architect L.M. Pet, and inspired by New York's Rockefeller Centre, it opened in 1962. A 45-storey, 285,000-square-metre office tower rises above an equal amount of shopping and eating space.

Place Ville Marie is legendary, not only in Montreal but also across Canada, because it led the way into a renaissance of urban development and a rethinking of how business could be conducted.

Directly connected to Place Ville Marie is Montreal's Central Station, the main public plaza of the underground city. It's three stores tall, 350 feet long and over 100 feet wide. Yet for all its vastness, it feels somehow human and intimate. Over 50,000 people pass through it every day.

But one of the glories of Central Station adorns the end walkways of the concourse. Two monumental bas-relief frasce done by Charles Comfort in the early 1950s, depict, in the artist's words, "the daily life of Canadians, their hopes and, to some extent, their environment."

OK. By now, you've walked some 26 kilometres - all without going outside. You've "solved" the maze of the underground city.

FIRST OF A SERIES

From the station, we'll go into the first major hub, Les Cours Mont-Royal. This was once the Mount Royal Hotel, built in 1922, and for many years one of the hotspots of Montreal's infamous nightlife. All the big bands and big stars of the 30s and 40s played here - and its new, refurbished atmosphere maintains an echo of those glorious years.

From Les Cours Mont-Royal, a passageway leads to a Paramount cinema - the busiest movie house in town - and an equally fashionable "boutique" department store called Simons.

Atop the roof, the terrace offers views of the city's tallest skyscrapers and the city's skyline. From here, you can see the city's two main railway terminals, the VIA and the Central Station.

The proximity to several large cities accounts for another reason that Montreal is so popular as a group destination.

One of the first considerations of course, is typically the cost. A Canadian dollar is worth more than the U.S. dollar, so Americans receive unparalleled value. One U.S. dollar is now worth about $1.54. When arranging group hotel accommodations or admission fees to attractions and events there are usually group discounts.

Another bright, wide passageway lined with shops leads us to the next mall, Place Montreal Trust. Here you'll find (indigo), one of the city's biggest and brightest bookshops, along with dozens of other great shops - like the hot European chain, Zara. There's a huge atrium here, too, whose claim to fame is one of the tallest indoor fountains in North America. Every five minutes, a "geyser" of water shoots 150 feet into the air.

Strolling through another busy connector-mall, we arrive in the Eaton Centre, another multi-level shopping complex. Here you can go in one direction to the Promenades Cathédrale and The Bay department store, or the McGill Metro station. In the case of one tour, we'll head south through a different tunnel though, because it brings us to Place Ville Marie. This is the beginning of it all. The original-and still-tickling-heart of the underground city.

First planned in the 1950s by architect L.M. Pet, and inspired by New York's Rockefeller Centre, it opened in 1962. A 45-storey, 285,000-square-metre office tower rises above an equal amount of shopping and eating space.

Place Ville Marie is legendary, not only in Montreal but also across Canada, because it led the way into a renaissance of urban development and a rethinking of how business could be conducted.

Directly connected to Place Ville Marie is Montreal's Central Station, the main public plaza of the underground city. It's three stores tall, 350 feet long and over 100 feet wide. Yet for all its vastness, it feels somehow human and intimate. Over 50,000 people pass through it every day.

But one of the glories of Central Station adorns the end walkways of the concourse. Two monumental bas-relief frasce done by Charles Comfort in the early 1950s, depict, in the artist's words, "the daily life of Canadians, their hopes and, to some extent, their environment."

OK. By now, you've walked some 26 kilometres - all without going outside. You've "solved" the maze of the underground city.
Get that holiday feeling this summer when you stay at participating Holiday Inn®, Holiday Inn Select® or Holiday Inn SunSpree® Resort hotels across CANADA between June 4th and September 10th 2001.

**KIDS EAT FREE, STAY FREE & PLAY FREE**

Planning to get away with your family this summer? Holiday Inn welcomes you and your children with our Kids Eat, Stay & Play Free program. Kids 12 and under eat free in the restaurant off the kid’s menu, kids 19 and under stay free, and kids 12 and under receive a free activity fun pack. Call 1-800-HOLIDAY and ask for GREAT RATES. Rooms available at this rate are limited.

For reservations and participating hotel locations call

**1-800-HOLIDAY**

[www.holiday-inn.com/summer](http://www.holiday-inn.com/summer)

---

1 Kids Eat Free is available for kids age 12 years old and under dining in the hotel’s restaurants from the Kid’s Menu and when accompanied by a family member dining from the regular menu. Available at Holiday Inn, Holiday Inn Select, and Holiday Inn SunSpree Resort hotels. For registered guests only. Limit 4 kids per dining family. Not available for room service, or with room rates negotiated for groups of 10 or more people, travel industry personnel or employees. Kids 12 and under stay free in their parents room; Maximum occupancy subject to local laws; Rollaway bed charges may apply. All kids and adults must be registered guests. While quantities last. Other terms and conditions apply.

2 Kids 19 and under stay free in their parents room; Maximum occupancy subject to local laws; Rollaway bed charges may apply. All kids and adults must be registered guests. While quantities last. Other terms and conditions apply.

3 While quantities last. Offer available at participating Holiday Inn hotels & resorts in Canada. Offer not available at Holiday Inn Express hotels. Registered trademark of Bass Hotels & Resorts, Inc. Most hotels are independently owned and/or operated. ©2001 Bass Hotels & Resorts, Inc. All rights reserved.
Students do well on tests

A number of local fifth- and sixth-grade students recently received recognition for their high performance on Johns Hopkins University's Center For Talented Youth Talent Search. Recognized were Steven Busch of Ravena, Michael Ernst of Delmar, Hannah Gibson of Busch of Ravena, Michael Ernst Teevan of Delmar, and Stacey Tosland of Selkirk.

Five Rivers slates fishing event

The Five Rivers Environmental Education Center will host a program on fish and fishing on Thursday, June 23, at 10 a.m. The program will give participants a grounding in the basics of fishing.

Participants in this free program should dress for the outdoors, and will rig poles, cast lines, and may be able to catch and release a fish.

Different poles, reels, hooks and lures will be also discussed in the program.

Pre-registration is required by Wednesday, June 20. For information or to pre-register, call Five Rivers at 475-6291.

Library seeks young volunteers

Middle school students can volunteer for summer service at Bethlehem Public Library. Volunteer workshops will be held on Friday, June 22, at 2 p.m. and Tuesday, June 26, at 7 p.m.

Volunteers must complete one of the workshops and commit to at least six hours of service, aiding during the summer reading club program. Call 439-8314 for information or to pre-register.
DO YOU SUFFER FROM IRRITABLE BOWEL SYNDROME?

If so, you may be eligible to participate in a research study where you will receive FREE Assessment and Non-Drug Treatment for your symptoms.

For more information call: CENTER FOR STRESS AND ANXIETY DISORDERS University at Albany 442-4025

ODDS ARE SOMETHING'S GOING ON AT TURNING STONE
LIVE IN THE SHOWROOM

- LITTLE RIVER BAND
- FRANKIE AVALON/ROB BARTLETT
- EARTH, WIND & FIRE
- BOB NEWMAN
- RITA COULDE

FREE NO-OFFER PITCH ALL SHOW EXCEPT JULY 20TH.

BEAST OF THE EAST $50,000 LIVE MONEY $50,000
Blackjack Tournament July 25th-2nd

Kenny Rogers Wynonna Judd
June 22 June 20

DINNER THEATER COMEDY WEDDING
JULY 3RD IN THE CONFERENCE CENTER
Doors open at 6:30pm
THE DINNER SHOWS AT 8pm $40 per person

Sweepstakes for more information on Long-Term Care Insurance.

Yes I would like more information on Long-Term Care insurance.
Name:
Address:
Phone Number:
DOB: Spouse DOB:

Take Us On A Tour Of Turning Stone Casino

As the Dow Rises. The Dow Falls. And Rises Again. But even a volatile market is filled with opportunity—if you have the right investment strategy. Let The Curran Group of First Union Securities guide you through these uncertain market times. We work with our clients to develop and implement an investment strategy that is designed to meet their unique needs. So, even if the market is uncertain, your strategy isn't.

Ask about our New Critical Illness Policy

Questions on Long-Term Care Insurance:

FREE GUIDE EXPLAINS COSTLY FACTS AND MISTAKES TO AVOID WHEN PURCHASING LONG-TERM CARE INSURANCE.

CALL OR FAX FOR YOUR FREE COPY
518-371-9522 ext. 116 or 800-695-8224
Fax 518-373-9902

New York Long-Term Care Brokers, Ltd.
11 Halfmoon Executive Park
Clifton Park, NY 12065
www.NYLTCB.com

Original Remotes Work Best!
We Can Repair or Replace Your Original Remote.
We also Repair Door Openers and other UHF Remotes.

Stop in or call John's Electronic Repair
9W & Feura Bush - Glenmont
Tues-Fri 10-6 Sat 10-2
465-1874

Custom Wall Treatments
- Faux Finishes
- Custom Murals
- Trompe L'oeil

Elizabeth Rae Art Studios
- Free initial consultation

Residential & Commercial
731-9484 or 482-3883

DOUG STONER
Glenmont's college lacrosse career is over, but her involvement in collegiate sports is not.

The 1997 Bethlehem Central High School graduate was recently elected chair of the NCAA Division III Student-Athlete Advisory Committee after serving one year as the vice chair.

"I'm extremely honored to be elected chair," said Stevens, who graduated from SUNY-Cortland last month with a degree in recreation management. "I absolutely love the work I do."

Stevens had been involved with the committee since her sophomore year of college.

"I kind of fell into it through my school's athletics advisory committee," Stevens said in a phone interview from Long Island, where she is interning at the Women's Sports Foundation.

Stevens said that Cortland's associate athletic director submitted her name to the committee, and she was honored when she was accepted.

"One of the first things you realize is that you're 24 people (on the committee) representing 127,000 people," Stevens said.

"So, you realize that your opinion is very powerful and that you can be a leader just by being there."

Stevens said the committee tries to be proactive in discussing issues that affect Division III athletes.

"We look through all of the rules at our November meeting and find issues that we're interested in," Stevens said. "It's the little issues that turn into the big issues. So, we try to look at everything on a large scale."

One issue that was recently resolved by the committee was when Division III teams can continue to play "non-traditional" seasons. In the past, teams have been allowed to hold practices and play games outside of their usual seasons.

The NCAA wanted to eliminate non-traditional seasons, but the Division III Student Athlete Advisory Committee heard a different message from some of its athletes.

"The student athletes we heard from basically didn't want to see non-traditional seasons end," Stevens said.

The issue was eventually resolved to keep non-traditional seasons for Division III teams, but the competition period can only last five weeks.

Stevens said that student athletes need to continue to communicate their concerns in order for the committee to be effective.

"We're still trying to raise awareness that is not accessible and that if you have a concern, you can e-mail us," Stevens said.

Stevens' work on the committee made her work-life more hectic, but she still managed to find the time to do her schoolwork and play women's lacrosse at Cortland.

"I was definitely very busy," said Stevens, who was among the leading scorers on the Red Dragons with 39 goals and 14 assists this past season. "College is all about time management. I knew going in that athletics would take up a lot of my time, so I did the best I could to manage my time."

The majority of Stevens' time is now taken up with her internship and her search for a graduate school.

"At this point, it's very, very open," Stevens said. "I do know that I want to continue being involved in sports the rest of my life."

Just because schools are out of session for the summer doesn't mean that Stevens will take time off from the committee, though.

She will be meeting with the other representatives in less than two weeks to wrap up the past year and begin looking toward the fall.

"We won't discuss a lot of issues," Stevens said. "Those are usually reserved for the fall."
Beginnings players earn all-league honors

Second baseman Chris Spina, third baseman Collin Adalian and designated hitter Kevin Vanderwerker of the Voorheesville baseball team were named first-team all-stars by the Colonial Council. Vanderwerker led the Colonial Council with a .509 batting average. The junior had 27 hits in 53 at-bats, including six extra-base hits, and drove in 19 runs. Vanderwerker also had a 3-1 record as a pitcher against league opponents with a 2.74 earned run average.

Spina batted .423, led the league in walks with 22, stole 13 bases and scored 26 runs. He also had a 5-2 record as a pitcher with a 2.76 ERA against Colonial Council opponents.

Adalian batted .415 and led the Colonial Council with 28 runs batted in. The senior also had 10 extra-base hits, including three triples and two home runs.

Junior Kevin Massarotti was an all-Colonial Council honorable mention.

Blanchard beats Watervliet

The Blanchard Post 1046 baseball team won its first American Legion league game of the season last Friday with a 7-4 victory over Legnan curtin Post of Water-

Vliet. Blanchard Post (1-4) trailed after six innings before scoring six runs in the bottom of the seventh, highlighted by John Vanderwarker’s three-run home run.

"The importance of the game is nobody expected us to win be-

cause Watervliet was undefeated at the time," Blanchard coach Matt Dwyer said. Jon Glisson contributed a pair of hits in support of Blanchard pitcher Chris McAmber.

BASKETBALL BRIAN BEAL BEAUTY BASKETBALL CAMP AT THE COLLEGE OF ST. ROSE

June 25-29
Boy/Girl Day Camp
July 9-13
Girls Day Camp
July 16-20
Girls Overnight Camp
July 23-27
Boys Day Camp
July 30-Aug. 3
Boys Overnight Camp

Day Camp
Mon-Fri: 9-4 $195

Overnight Camp
$315

Ages 7-17

For brochures please call 454-5188

Morgan
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Call Now And Say...
future land purchases, or for the
development of new facilities at
existing parks. "Can it be used to
resurface (an existing) pool? I
don't know," Lipnicky said. "Can
it be used to build a new pool?
Yes..." the question is how much it
can be used for maintenance." But
town parks administrator David
Austin indicated his intention to
use the fund solely for expansion
and new facility development.
Board member George Len-
nard sought clarification that the
law would not apply to private
landowners dividing a parcel of
their property for an heir, and was
assured by Lipnicky that a single-
lot division of this sort would not
be subject to the town's subdivi-
sion law or the new provision.
Reflecting the views expressed
by several developers at the
public hearing, board member Dan
Pinnacker said, "I've heard
some criticism from people who
thing it's important to
development by doing this. We
aren't trying to control develop-
ment. We may be shaping it, but
only in a positive way."
You've got an office meeting at 10 am, a doctor appointment for your toddler at noon, an important client to meet at 2:30 and kids to bring to soccer and dance after school. Sound familiar?

You aren't alone. Working parents struggle with issues of dealing with work and family every day.

"The key is to keep it all balanced and know what your limits are," said Heather Tangora of Tangora Technologies located in Delmar. But even Tangora admits that balance isn't always easy achieved. Five years ago, when Tangora and her husband Michael decided to open their own business it was just the two of them. Over the years the business has expanded from heating and cooling service and installation to adding high-end home automation systems, custom designed home theater, structured wiring, Beam central control device.

From a humble start with the just two of them, they now have 10 employees. As the business has grown, so have the techniques the Tangoras have used to keep their schedule under control. Tangora relies on her ability to be able to work from home as well as at the business location. Her telecommuting helps her keep a focus on her two young children while still being a productive partner in developing and growing Tangora Technologies.

The "how to" of achieving what families want for personal, family and financial growth has everyone from college professors to Oprah looking to supply answers.

Stephen Covey, the guru of effective living and the author of The 7 Traits of Highly Effective People, said in a recent article "I have always believed that we should govern our lives by our compass rather than our watch. For most of us, the trick is not to cram one more task into an over-stuffed life but to make our choices based on our enduring principles."

Covey recommends that couples make a personal and family mission statement.

"Your mission might be a few words scribbled on a restaurant napkin," Covey said. "Or it might be a family constitution you have crafted and refined over the years. A mission statement teaches us when to say no and how to say yes." While making a mission statement may seem to be going a little too far for some, a simple plan of what your family priorities are will stop you from being pushed and pulled into too many directions.

Karen Heath, owner of The Top Chest in Slingerlands and mother to two toddlers, often finds herself playing the work-to-home shuffle.

"With kids you have one going here and one going there and have to look at a calendar everyday," Heath said. "The biggest challenge is making my children's school functions being held during the day or if my kids are sick." Both Heath and Tangora said that having a supportive husband is a major factor in being able to run a business and still be available for the children.

"I depend a lot on my husband, John," said Heath. "He takes the kids to after school activities, he comes in to work for me, and he has a full time job too."

Tangora and her husband find that communication is a key to being partners in marriage, parenting and work.

"I have a very supportive husband," Tangora said. "We spend a lot of time planning and communicating. There are sacrifices on a personal level - we are not home all the time - but we support each other because we want the business to survive."

Finding time to accommodate family and work tasks is an issue for both women. Every parent has thought "If there were just a few more hours in the day."

Finding time to accommodate family and work tasks is an issue for both women. Every parent has thought "If there were just a few more hours in the day."

Stephen Duncan of the Montana State University department of Health and Human Development recommends that families work on making the most of the limited time they have. He suggests:

Make a to do list. Incorporate tasks like planning the day, while commuting, cooking while talking on the phone, exercising or while watching TV. Encourage the help of other family members.

Assign age-appropriate tasks to others and involve all family members with household tasks. Notice when you are at your

Balancing Act

Women juggle home and business
Local businesswomen share passion for success

By KATHERINE MCCARTHY

D ogs, eyelash extensions, organization and high-quality crystal might not seem to have much in common, but they’re all businesses that local women have started and continue to run. In every case, this sample of women business owners from the Capital District has matched their skills with their passion — a dynamic formula that has led to success.

Helen Volk, who celebrated the 10th anniversary of her business Beyond Clutter this May, offered some thoughts on why women are succeeding in business.

“This is the way business is going, run by one person, by entrepreneurs,” she said. “For women, we have a wonderful future this way. Women tend to be very personable, outgoing and very result-oriented. We know what good service is, we’ve worked with service people all our lives, getting this fixed, getting that fixed. As consumers of services, we have a good sense of what offering a service is all about, and we know as women that sometimes we don’t like how we’re treated, especially by certain industries. Women are better at relating to all kinds of people in all walks of life.”

Volk founded Beyond Clutter, a business that helps people declutter and de-stress their lives, after a series of changes in her own life.

“I was a pack-rat,” Volk said. “I was raised by packrats, and things were always cluttered. In the 1980s, I chose to unclutter my life, and live more simply. I sold a 12-room house and moved to a five-room condo, and I got out of debt.

Volk said her mother’s death in 1989 crystallized things for her, and pushed her farther along the path toward her own business.

“Volk founded Beyond Clutter, a business that helps people declutter and de-stress their lives, after a series of changes in her own life.”

“Volk said her mother’s death in 1989 crystallized things for her, and pushed her farther along the path toward her own business.”

“Volk said her mother’s death in 1989 crystallized things for her, and pushed her farther along the path toward her own business.”

With the money she saved by not buying things, she was able to quit her job as a lawyer for the state Department of Education, and she “got lost” for nearly two years.

“When she returned from her sojourn, she found herself talking to people about what she should do, and friends recommended she share her experience of living more simply and with more organization.”

“Since she had taught before she became a lawyer, Volk drew on those skills and contacted the Knowledge Network, where she offered a workshop on how to unclutter life.”

“The business started on its own,” she said. “It didn’t require capital, and I didn’t need to borrow money.”

Volk joined the Albany-Colonie Regional Chamber of Commerce and printed up some business cards. From those initial workshops, more classes evolved, and people started calling Volk for personal help.

“Both the business and kind of on its own, primarily because people know I practice what I teach,” Volk noted.

Volk has also spent a lot of time educating people as to what professional organizers do, giving speeches and seminars, and doing hands-on professional organizing, for homes and businesses.

“Most of the main benefit of owning your own business, Volk said, is the flexibility, and being in charge of your own schedule. The hard part was learning a business from the bottom up. "Early on, I didn’t follow up on things, and didn’t recognize opportunities, " Volk said.

Ten years into it, Beyond Clutter is profitable, and the 80 hours a week she worked at the beginning, but it’s — Volk said she no longer needs to work all year long.

Diana Campion, after 20 years at CSEA, started her own organizing business two years ago, after buying her own home in Slingerlands, Campion offers professional organizing for residences and businesses, as well as training, coaching and consulting.

“I was contemplating retirement from CSEA,” Campion said, “I decided I wanted to create the kind of job that I could utilize the best aspects of my job and shed those I wasn’t fond of.

Campion spent a lot of time studying the organizing field — one she had been unaware exsisting. She converted some computer equipment, became part of a web site (www.organizerswebring.com, organized), joined the Bethlehem Chapter of Com­merce, and because she is a Cornell graduate, took advantage of seminars offered by Cornell Co-operative Extension.
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“Getting publicity is hard,” she said. “I’m used to selling myself. I’ve always represented an organization, which I could speak up about, but it’s difficult to speak about yourself.”

“Figuring out what to charge clients has also been a challenge, but Campion said she has re­ferred to the National Association of Professional Organizers’ guidelines. The good news for clients is that organizing can be
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Serving Individual Investors for 30 Years.
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joined forces to create a package to create Eyedentity Eyewear. It was very affordable.

also drawn on their professional services that they're marketed as The Organized Team.

Ackerman opened their optical services for Community Permanente, and had a 23-year career behind her. Ackerman had been director of an optometric school in the half world, and started their business, since patients get eyeglasses only once every few years.

They set up their business, since patients get eyeglasses only once every few years.

"We got a lot of help from the Department of Social Services and to a corporate headquarters. We decided to introduce myself to the Albany-Colonie Chamber of Commerce. Thanks to a strong business plan, developed with Virginia Plaisted, D.D.S.

"The hardest part was finding a good location," Coluccio said. "We did our best to introduce myself to the Albany-Colonie Chamber of Commerce. Thanks to a strong business plan, developed with Virginia Plaisted, D.D.S.

"We're doing what we'd been doing," Travis said. "We've been so successful, we've been a dream," but I'm still doing it. We've been a dream," but I'm still doing it.

"The reason most great small businesses do not stay in business is because the initial run is tough," Travis said. "It costs so much to stay in front of the public eye.

"I've said my past marketing experience helped me figure out a marketing strategy. Another challenge is convincing people that they should come to Shampoodle to wash their dogs, instead of doing it at home in their own tubs.

"If I ever have to make life convenient, comfortable and affordable," Travis said. "With my kids, work and regular house chores, I wanted to do is wash my dog in the tub, with the cleanup, backache, etc.

The best part of Shampoodle, she said, is watching people relax and bond with their dogs, as the animals step into into the washi-high purple tubs and get soaped down. "People are already on the verge of relaxing in their old comfy clothes and accompanying their sticky best pal," Travis said. "After they get the hang of things, the relaxation, fun and bonding takes over. I love to see the smiles and happiness after a successful run."

Virginia Plaisted, D.D.S.
Complete Family and Cosmetic Dentistry

Hospital from 1984-1995. I felt it important to continue my education beyond my Doctor of Dental Surgery degree from Case Western University and work on postgraduate study, I completed my Fellowship of the American of Dental Society, The Academy of Dental Medicine, Third District Dental Society and the Bethlehem Chamber of Commerce.

We are welcoming new patients and look forward to meeting you and answering any questions or concerns that you may have.
Family affair

Gail Leonardo Sundling, left, owner of the Delmar Bootery, joins her mother Jessie Leonardo, who along with her husband founded the business, and her granddaughter, Mandy Sundling Young.

Balancing work and home

Imagine a REAL ESTATE career with...

- International company.
- Support from entire team.
- Unlimited income.
- Hands-on training that assures your success.

Call your local Coldwell Banker Office

Bethlehem/Delmar • 429-4846
Loudonville/Latham • 860-4330
Making Real Estate Real Easy.
Coldwellbankerprime.com

The Time Bind brilliantly pinpoints the vicious cycle that's eating away at our homes: the longer hours we work, the more stressful our home lives become. The greater the tensions at home, the more we try to escape into work.

See how children are losing out to the demands of employers and gain insight on the impossible choices families are forced to make every day.

Available at: Friar Tuck BOOKSHOP
WE'RE BOOKS AND MORE!
Delaware Plaza, Delmar 439-3742
Gift Certificates Available, Special Orders Welcome

BEAUX VISAGES
European Skin Care Centers
“Thank You” For Our First 16 Years

As an expression of our thanks, we would like to offer you three outstanding money-saving anniversary values through June 30, 2001.

- Our signature facial program ($330 value) for only $195!
- Buy any product at regular price and get a second product of equal or lesser value at 50% off!
- Buy any three cellulite body treatments and get fourth one free!! Just in time for swim suit season!!!

Be one of the first 16 callers* to schedule an appointment and receive your first facial absolutely FREE of charge.

Sale in effect through June 30, 2001

664 New Loudon Road, Latham 763-1900

*Must be eighteen years of age or older. Offer good for first time clients only.
Campbell, Kasarjian to wed

Patricia Campbell of Colonie, and John Kasarjian of Colonie, formerly of Delmar, are engaged to be married.

The future bride-to-be is a graduate of Troy High School. She is a sales associate at Goldstein Buick of Albany in Colonie. Patricia Kasarjian to wed

John Kasarjian, of Delmar, recently celebrated their 50th wedding anniversary at a luncheon held at the Best Western Albany Airport Inn given by their children.

The couple were married March 31, 1951, in Oswego. They have three sons. William and his wife Marianne Neumann of East Greenbush, James and his wife Karen Neumann of Rotterdam and Gary Neumann of Albany. They have one daughter, Kathleen Plog of Delmar.

The couple have six grandchildren, Michael, Suzanne and Timothy Neumann, and Amanda, Kristine and Rebecca Plog.

Richard and Agnes Neumann of Delmar, recently celebrated their 50th wedding anniversary at a luncheon held at the Best Western Albany Airport Inn given by their children.

The couple were married March 31, 1951, in Oswego. They have three sons.

SUNY Fredonia
Amanda Genoveze (bachelor’s in musical theater) and Charles Valentine (bachelor’s in media arts – music/sound production) both of Delmar; and Anna Zekoll of Voorheesville (bachelor’s in psychology).

SUNY College at Oneonta
Stephanie Goldner of (bachelor’s in elementary education) and Tricia Sienas (bachelor’s in psychology), both of Delmar; Michael Mansly of Slingerlands (bachelor’s in sociology).

Siena College
Mark Hotaling of Delmar (bachelor’s in economics, finance, marketing and management).

Tufts University
Brad Einhorn of Delmar (bachelor’s in art history).

Mary Washington College
Sarah Bigelow of Delmar (bachelor’s in economics).

Michigan State University
Sarah Cook of Delmar (master’s in fisheries and wildlife).

Hamilton College — Elizabeth Backer and Lynne Butter of Delmar.

SUNY Geneseo — Rachel Schoolman of Delmar.

University of Rochester — Janet Shaye of Slingerlands.

SUNY Cortland — Rian Kowalk of Glenmont.

Neumanns celebrate 50th

Richard and Agnes Neumann of Delmar, recently celebrated their 50th wedding anniversary at a luncheon held at the Best Western Albany Airport Inn given by their children.

The couple were married March 31, 1951, in Oswego. They have three sons.

William and his wife Marianne Neumann of East Greenbush, James and his wife Karen Neumann of Rotterdam and Gary Neumann of Albany. They have one daughter, Kathleen Plog of Delmar.

The couple have six grandchildren, Michael, Suzanne and Timothy Neumann, and Amanda, Kristine and Rebecca Plog.

Here’s to a Wonderful Wedding!

INVITATIONS
Paper Mill Deliware Plaza. 430-8122

PERSONALIZED INVITATIONS & ANNOUNCEMENTS FOR WEDDINGS, SHOWERS, BAR MITZVAH, NEW BABY, MARRIAGE, GRADUATION.

JEWELRY

ONE MAN BAND

DCA Photography — Wedding Packages with full day service. Call or e-mail your date for availability and packet. 518-663-5036. FocusedDCA @aol.com.
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Albert Mead

Albert H. Mead, 90, of Mead's Lane in Delmar died Monday, June 11, at his home.

Born in Bethlehem, Mr. Mead owned and operated Mead's Dairy in Delmar for many years. He was the oldest living member of Unionville Reformed Church.

He was husband of the late Rhea Mead.

Survivors include two sons, John Mead of Delmar and James Mead of West Berne; a daughter, Virginia Mead of Delmar; six grandchildren; and three great-grandchildren.

Services were from Unionville Reformed Church.

Burial was in Onesquethaw Cemetery in Unionville.

In memory of...
Tradition continues with Old Songs

By JOHN BRENT

"F
till music has no
beginning and no end," said Andy Spence, organizer of the Old Songs Festival this weekend in Altamont. "It's a continuum. It evolves. The music is passed on from one person to another ... from one generation to the next."

Spence should know. She and her husband have been putting the festival together for over two decades. 2001 marks the 21st year of the event. Approximately 5,000 people will head for the Altamont Fairgrounds beginning on Friday and continuing through Sunday to attend the three-day event which features performers, not only from around the United States but from other countries as well.

“We have a strong contingent from the British Isles this year," said Spence. "We have some people from Canada and some music from Eastern Europe, too.”

All in all, more than 80 individual performers and groups will be on site to present folk and traditional music from many lands and cultures of the world and from many regions of the U.S. including the Northeast and New York state.

Unlike other venues where a performer shows up, does a gig and then leaves, the talent at Old Songs stay throughout the weekend and during the day they participate in workshops where people attending the festival can have some hands on training and interaction with the artists.

The festival gets under way on Friday afternoon with nine in-depth, two hour classes taking place from 3 to 5 p.m. Covering a wide range of subjects, the classes include Shape- Note Singing with Peter Amidon, Beginning Penwhisle with George Ward, Advanced Penwhisle with Ray Wall, Arranging for Ensemble Playing with Simple Gifts, Voice as a Meditative Instrument with Akire Bobar, Swing Guitar for Folks with Joe L. Mabus, 5-String Banjo with Bob Zente, Songs and Ballads with Sara Grey. Harmonica with Rick Epping and a class called Great Groove Band which is a participatory dance band for young people. The cost to take one of the classes is $10.

At 7 p.m. on Friday the first concert takes place and features Simple Gifts (an eclectic, multi-ethnic trio), Mamadou Diabate (a West African kora player), Silk City (newgrass), Arrogant Worms (performing outrageous novelty songs), Laura Raff (playing Celtic harp), Finest Kind (featuring songs from Canada and England), Tom Spires & Allison MacMorland (with Scottish traditional songs) and The Sevens (a contemporary Celtic ensemble).

"Each artist takes the stage for about 25 minutes," said Spence. "All the performers are of equal weight," she said. "We don't book headliners or big names in that sense. Each performer brings something different to the festival.

Spence is very proud of this year's talent lineup. 'There isn't a dud in the bunch,' she said.

Following the Friday concert will be a Contra-dance beginning at 11:30 p.m. with music by The SEvens and Fred Breunig serving as caller.

During the day on Saturday and Sunday, patrons are invited to participate in the various workshops that will be taking place at a number of different areas around the fairgrounds. Performing artists will conduct the sessions on a wide range of topics. Just a sampling of the subjects covered include: Irish Music, French Canadian Tune Sequencing, Mountain Ballads, Gypsy Music, Gospel Sing, Songs of Social Justice and Storytelling.

For those interested in a particular instrument there are workshops entitled, Old Time Fiddle Styles, Learn to Play the Clawhammer Banjo, Learn About the Torza, Harmonica, Celtic Harp, Mandolin and a Hammered Dulcimer Jam Session.

Both the Saturday and Sunday schedule are packed with the workshops. For which patrons can pick and choose those most suited to their interests.

"We put various performers with common interests together to conduct the workshops," said Spence. "Sometimes they don't even know each other until they do it. But it's interesting. Good things always come out of it."

In addition to the workshops geared to a more adult taste, there are two areas — the Family Performance Area and the Children's Corral where younger patrons are the focus. With themes like Silly and Singable Songs, Songs to Move and Shake To and Story Stew there should be plenty to please the kids. There will also be jugglers and for the first-time this year, the Ithaca League of Silent Walkers will be on hand to entertain and conduct workshops for children in stillwalking.

"They are amazing," said Spence of the stillwalkers. "They're really up there — so tall." Spence is quick to reassure parents, "Of course for the workshops the stilts will be much shorter," she said.

On of the most impressive events of the weekend will be the Shape Note and Sacred Harp Sing beginning at 9 a.m. on both Saturday and Sunday. About two or three hundred people will join in a singing session with four part harmony. "It really gives you goosebumps to hear it," said Spence.

The Main Stage Concert on Saturday begins at 7 p.m. and features Harakhina (with music of Eastern Europe), Tom, Brad and Alice (old time music), Martin Carthy & Norma Waterson (English songs and ballads), Artisan (an English a cappella trio), Montcorbier (French and Breton music), Sally Rogers & Howe Burner (traditional and original songs), Karen Casey (Irish Songs and Ballads), and Joe L. Mabus (singer/songwriter).

The Saturday concert is followed by a Contra-dance beginning at 11:30 p.m. with music by Beverwyck Swing Band and caller David Kaynor.

The Sunday Concert begins at 3:30 and includes Stillhouse Rounders (an old time string band), Mark Ross (songs of Montana and the West), Scottribe (seaforing songs), Ben Murray & Stephen Gun (Celtic and Blues), Sara Grey (ballads), Ruth Felham (songs) and Breunig Family Performance Area.

Ticket prices are as follows: All weekend tickets are $75 for adults and $50 for you ng people (ages 13 to 18). Friday evening (concert & dance) $20, Saturday all day $40, Saturday evening $25, Sunday all day (including afternoon) $30.

For information call 765-2815, Monday - Saturday, 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Beneath the glass, freshly sliced apple is served. The sweet and tangy flavors complement the creamy, rich texture of the apple. It's a perfect treat for a warm day.

---

**Additional Information**

- The event is held in a well-lit room with wooden floors and large windows.
- Attendees are encouraged to bring their own picnic blankets and enjoy the outdoor scenery.
- There is a children's area with games and activities provided by the venue.
- Parking is available on the street and in the adjacent garage.
- The event is family-friendly, with entertainment for all ages.
**NEW 620**

**BETHLEHEM**

**TIQUES DISCUSSION**
Antiques group of the Delmar Progran discussing antique cars and tractors: 1:30 p.m., in Delmar Public Library, 401 Delaware Ave., Delmar. 3/24, 7/19.

**SUNDAY MEETINGS**

**BETHLEHEM LUTHERAN**
86 Em Ave, Delmar, summer construction worship service 9:30 a.m., followed by coffee, 11 a.m. Adult education, 11:45 a.m. Family communion service. First Sunday, 9:30 Delaware Ave, Information, 439-2354.

**BETHLEHEM PRESBYTERIAN**
worship service, church nursery open, 9:30 a.m. breakfasts and coffee, 11 a.m. Adult education, 11:45 a.m. Family communion service, First Sunday, 9:30 Delaware Ave, Information, 439-2354.

**GLENMONT COMM. CHURCH**
Sunday school and worship service, 10 a.m. and 11 a.m., 95 Willowbrook Rd., Delmar. Information, 765-4410.

**GLENMONT COMM. CHURCH**
worship service, Good Friday, 3:30-5 p.m., 95 Willowbrook Rd. Information, 765-4410.

**BETHLEHEM EYES LOOKE 2233**
Retirement community, 32 Kenwood Ave., 9 a.m. Information, 717-2985.

**MEETING PRAYER**

**FIRST CHURCH OF CHRIST, SCIENTIST**
555 Broadway, Bethlehem. 9 a.m., 10:15 a.m., 12 noon, 1 p.m., 7:30 p.m. (3rd Sun), 408-1716.

**NEW SCOTLAND**

**V’VILLE PLANNING COMMISSION**
Village Hall, 20 Voorheesville Ave., 7:30 p.m. Information, 767-1050.

**FAITH TEMPLE**
Bible study, New Avenue, 7:30 p.m. Information, 765-3701.

**MEETING PRAYER**

**BETHLEHEM**
meeting prayer meeting and Bible study, New Avenue, 10 a.m. Information, 765-3701.

**NEW SCOTLAND SCHOOLS**
Ywan Orthodox Community Center, New Salem, call for line: Information, 765-2109.

**V’VILLE MISSIONS**

**BETHLEHEM CHURCH SCHOOL**

**BETHLEHEM LUTHERAN**
86 Em Ave, Delmar, summer construction worship service 9:30 a.m., followed by coffee, 11 a.m. Adult education, 11:45 a.m. Family communion service, First Sunday, 9:30 Delaware Ave, Information, 439-2354.

**BETHLEHEM PRESBYTERIAN**
worship service, church nursery open, 9:30 a.m. breakfasts and coffee, 11 a.m. Adult education, 11:45 a.m. Family communion service, First Sunday, 9:30 Delaware Ave, Information, 439-2354.

**GLENMONT COMM. CHURCH**
Sunday school and worship service, 10 a.m. and 11 a.m., 95 Willowbrook Rd., Delmar. Information, 765-4410.

**GLENMONT COMM. CHURCH**
worship service, Good Friday, 3:30-5 p.m., 95 Willowbrook Rd. Information, 765-4410.

**BETHLEHEM EYES LOOKE 2233**
Retirement community, 32 Kenwood Ave., 9 a.m. Information, 717-2985.

---

**July 4th Deadlines**

For our July 4th issue, deadlines for all display ads will be Thursday, June 28th at 12 Noon, deadlines for classifieds, business directory ads and legally ads will be Thursday, June 28th at 5:00 P.M.
NOTICE OF FORMATION OF LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY

The name of the LLC is GUILDERLAND GROCERS LLC. Articles of Organization filed with the Secretary of State on May 10, 2001, Office Address: 5698 Southwestern Blvd., Albany, County. SSNY designated as agent of the LLC upon whom process may be served. The purpose of the LLC is to engage in any lawful activity for which limited liability company may be formed under Section 203 of the State. SSNY shall mail a copy of process to: 5698 Southwestern Blvd., Albany, New York 12203. Pursuant to law any lawful purpose.

PUBLICATION NOTICE OF FORMATION OF LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY

PUBLICATION NOTICE OF FORMATION OF LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY

Name of the LLC is TOPSYS LLC. Articles of Organization filed with the Secretary of State on May 10, 2001, Office Address: 5698 Southwestern Blvd., Albany, County. SSNY designated as agent of the LLC upon whom process may be served. The purpose of the LLC is to engage in any lawful activity for which limited liability company may be formed under Section 203 of the State. SSNY shall mail a copy of process to: c/o CT Corporation System Of New York, 111 8th Ave., NY, NY 10011, The registered agent of LLC. Pursuant to law any lawful purpose.

NOTICE OF FORMATION OF LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY

Name of the LLC is FOREFRONT GROUP LLC. Articles of Organization filed with the Secretary of State on May 10, 2001, Office Address: 5698 Southwestern Blvd., Albany, County. SSNY designated as agent of the LLC upon whom process may be served. The purpose of the LLC is to engage in any lawful activity for which limited liability company may be formed under Section 203 of the State. SSNY shall mail a copy of process to: c/o CT Corporation System Of New York, 111 8th Ave., NY, NY 10011, The registered agent of LLC. Pursuant to law any lawful purpose.

NOTICE OF FORMATION OF LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY

Name of the LLC is HOLDEN'S LLC. Articles of Organization filed with the Secretary of State on May 10, 2001, Office Address: 5698 Southwestern Blvd., Albany, County. SSNY designated as agent of the LLC upon whom process may be served. The purpose of the LLC is to engage in any lawful activity for which limited liability company may be formed under Section 203 of the State. SSNY shall mail a copy of process to: c/o CT Corporation System Of New York, 111 8th Ave., NY, NY 10011, The registered agent of LLC. Pursuant to law any lawful purpose.

NOTICE OF FORMATION OF LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY

Name of the LLC is ALLEY'S LLC. Articles of Organization filed with the Secretary of State on May 10, 2001, Office Address: 5698 Southwestern Blvd., Albany, County. SSNY designated as agent of the LLC upon whom process may be served. The purpose of the LLC is to engage in any lawful activity for which limited liability company may be formed under Section 203 of the State. SSNY shall mail a copy of process to: c/o CT Corporation System Of New York, 111 8th Ave., NY, NY 10011, The registered agent of LLC. Pursuant to law any lawful purpose.

NOTICE OF FORMATION OF LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY

Name of the LLC is ALLA LLC. Articles of Organization filed with the Secretary of State on May 10, 2001, Office Address: 5698 Southwestern Blvd., Albany, County. SSNY designated as agent of the LLC upon whom process may be served. The purpose of the LLC is to engage in any lawful activity for which limited liability company may be formed under Section 203 of the State. SSNY shall mail a copy of process to: c/o CT Corporation System Of New York, 111 8th Ave., NY, NY 10011, The registered agent of LLC. Pursuant to law any lawful purpose.

NOTICE OF FORMATION OF LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY

Name of the LLC is ALLA LLC. Articles of Organization filed with the Secretary of State on May 10, 2001, Office Address: 5698 Southwestern Blvd., Albany, County. SSNY designated as agent of the LLC upon whom process may be served. The purpose of the LLC is to engage in any lawful activity for which limited liability company may be formed under Section 203 of the State. SSNY shall mail a copy of process to: c/o CT Corporation System Of New York, 111 8th Ave., NY, NY 10011, The registered agent of LLC. Pursuant to law any lawful purpose.

NOTICE OF FORMATION OF LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY

Name of the LLC is ALLA LLC. Articles of Organization filed with the Secretary of State on May 10, 2001, Office Address: 5698 Southwestern Blvd., Albany, County. SSNY designated as agent of the LLC upon whom process may be served. The purpose of the LLC is to engage in any lawful activity for which limited liability company may be formed under Section 203 of the State. SSNY shall mail a copy of process to: c/o CT Corporation System Of New York, 111 8th Ave., NY, NY 10011, The registered agent of LLC. Pursuant to law any lawful purpose.

NOTICE OF FORMATION OF LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY

Name of the LLC is ALLA LLC. Articles of Organization filed with the Secretary of State on May 10, 2001, Office Address: 5698 Southwestern Blvd., Albany, County. SSNY designated as agent of the LLC upon whom process may be served. The purpose of the LLC is to engage in any lawful activity for which limited liability company may be formed under Section 203 of the State. SSNY shall mail a copy of process to: c/o CT Corporation System Of New York, 111 8th Ave., NY, NY 10011, The registered agent of LLC. Pursuant to law any lawful purpose.

NOTICE OF FORMATION OF LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY

Name of the LLC is ALLA LLC. Articles of Organization filed with the Secretary of State on May 10, 2001, Office Address: 5698 Southwestern Blvd., Albany, County. SSNY designated as agent of the LLC upon whom process may be served. The purpose of the LLC is to engage in any lawful activity for which limited liability company may be formed under Section 203 of the State. SSNY shall mail a copy of process to: c/o CT Corporation System Of New York, 111 8th Ave., NY, NY 10011, The registered agent of LLC. Pursuant to law any lawful purpose.

NOTICE OF FORMATION OF LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY

Name of the LLC is ALLA LLC. Articles of Organization filed with the Secretary of State on May 10, 2001, Office Address: 5698 Southwestern Blvd., Albany, County. SSNY designated as agent of the LLC upon whom process may be served. The purpose of the LLC is to engage in any lawful activity for which limited liability company may be formed under Section 203 of the State. SSNY shall mail a copy of process to: c/o CT Corporation System Of New York, 111 8th Ave., NY, NY 10011, The registered agent of LLC. Pursuant to law any lawful purpose.
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that the Town Board of the Town of Bethlehem in the County of Al-

bany, State of New York has on the 13th day of June, 2001, duly adopted, subject to a permissive refer-
mend, a resolution as fol-

lows: WHEREAS, the Town Board of the Town of Bethlehem has de-

termined that it is necessary to replace certain pieces of Highway Department equipment which

will have a cost of said equipment of approximately $220,000; WHEREAS, the Town Board of

Bethlehem, New York will file with the Secretary of State of New York an application for the

purposes of organized in Delaware (DE) on 4/16/01. NY office location: Albany County. LLC des-

ignated as agent of LLC upon whom process may be served. The address of each general partner

shall be mailed by the Secretary of State to the LLC, 111 8th Ave., NY, NY. 10011, the registered agent of LP

who will receive and forward any process against it may be served. The principal office of the limited

liability company is in Albany County. The Secretary of the State is designated as agent of LLC upon whom

process may be served and the post office address to which said process shall be mailed is:

SPORT FLOOR, LLC, 44 Elet Road, East Greenbush, New York 12061. The purposes of the limited liability

company may be found under the law.

NOTICE OF FORMATION OF LLC

Articles of Organization of LLC were filed with the Secretary of State of New York on May 25, 2001. Office:

Albany, NY 12207. Purpose: For any lawful purpose.

NOTICE OF FORMATION OF LLC

Name: Rocky Knoll, LLC. Articles of Organization were filed with the Secretary of State of New York (SSNY) on May 20, 2001. Office: Location: Albany County. SSNY designated as agent of LLC upon whom process may be served. SSNY shall mail any process served to the LLC served upon him: Simon Kappel, 1315 53rd Street, Brooklyn, NY 11216. Purpose: any lawful purpose.

PLEASE NOTE

With the Spotlight Newspapers Employment Classifieds!

Let your career take flight in the spotlight of the Spotlight Newspapers. Our Employment Classifieds are your gateway to opportunities in a variety of industries across the state of New York. Whether you're seeking to boost your career or start anew, our classifieds are here to light your path.

A cornerstone of our mission, these classifieds are not just a job board – they are a testament to the power of social connections and the value of local community. Each listing is a story of potential, a bridge to the next step in your professional journey.

To ensure we maintain the highest standards of quality and relevance, we curate our classifieds to provide job seekers with the most current and accurate information. We encourage you to explore the listing options available and to connect with potential employers in your desired location.

Remember, every listing is a chance to be discovered. Whether you're looking for a full-time job, part-time position, or even your first career step, our Employment Classifieds are designed to help you reach your goals.

So, ready your resume, polish your presentation, and embark on the journey of your professional life. With Spotlight Newspapers' Employment Classifieds, your future is never too far away.

High Paying Postal Job! No Expe­
rience Required! Don’t PAY
regulations for a job with the
Postal Service or Federal Gov­
ternment. Call the Federal Trade
Commission toll-free, 1-877-382-0001, or www.postal. Learn then get prepared. Must have a reliable transportation and clean license. Communication and personal skills a must. Benefits available. Send resume to Manager, Phoenix, Arizona 85026.

FULL-TIME, MAINTENANCE TECHNICIANS, SAMARITAN, Hospital, Full-Time, Maintenance.

Salary range $17,492 - $18,574, depending on background.

EMPLOYEES: Minimum 21
years of age, with a high school diploma, a valid, clean NYS driver’s license (one point within the last five years), NYS Child Abuse Registry Clearance, and pass an annual health exam with the ability to physically restrain adolescents.

We Want To Hear from You! For additional information please call 462-4268.

RECRUITMENT: Medical Office-Saratoga. Full-time (Part-time option) Internal medi­
time. 476-0716. Fax resume to 436-1452.

SERVICES CENTER MAN­

FULL-TIME HOURS—Get any amount of hours that suit your needs. Good paid during school hours. Must be organized. Typing, balance, childcare, etc. 436-9794.

RECEPTIONIST- Medical Office-Saratoga. Full-time (Part-time option) Internal medi­
time. 476-0716. Fax resume to 436-1452.

GEORGE DINING CENTER MAN­

FLEXIBLE HOURS—Get any amount of hours that suit your schedule between 8:30 a.m. thru 11:30 p.m. Set the amount of hours and days of the week. If you have a part-time commitment or would like this starting work packing orders for shipment. Call 420-0065.

STAFF WRITER—Temp. Position to produce feature articles, press releases, brochures, interviews and more for NY Farm Bureau, state’s premier farm advocate group. Strong computer skills a req. Exp. in Microsoft Works and online research helpful. Send resume and samples to: NY Farm Bureau, Attn: Personnel, PO Box 990, Schenectady, N.Y. 12306-0990, fax 518-431-5666.

TELEPHONE RESEARCHERS—Part-time evening and Saturday hours. Professional environment. Market Research—No SALARY. $8.00- $10.00. FINDERS—GUILDERLAND 242-8000. AMERICA’S AIR FORCE: Jobs available in over 150 specialties; “Up to $10,000 existence bonus” $15,000 to $20,000 loan repayment “Price sensitive openings. High school grades age 17-27 or prior service members from any branch, call 1-800-423-
USA or visit www.airforce.com.

A New Career! Start today! What are you waiting for? NAPA Truckers & Making BIG bucks! Baldwin Fusion assistance available if needed. For information contact: Schenectady Capital Training Center 518-351-2469 or Call 1-800-284-4653.

AVON—Looking for higher in­
come? Home based work? Earn more? Don’t know where to turn? Let’s talk. (888)462-
0503.

RESEARCHERS: In the Spotlight—New Jersey. Pay a competitive salary, benefits and support. Writing helpful. Send resume to: Mercer County Vocational Education, 439-9724.

High-Paying Postal Job! No Expe­
rience Required! Don’t PAY
regulations for a job with the
Postal Service or Federal Gov­
ternment. Call the Federal Trade
Commission toll-free, 1-877-382-0001, or www.postal. Learn then get prepared. Must have a reliable transportation and clean license. Communication and personal skills a must. Benefits available. Send resume to Manager, Phoenix, Arizona 85026.

FULL-TIME, MAINTENANCE TECHNICIANS, SAMARITAN, Hospital, Full-Time, Maintenance.

Salary range $17,492 - $18,574, depending on background.

EMPLOYEES: Minimum 21
years of age, with a high school diploma, a valid, clean NYS driver’s license (one point within the last five years), NYS Child Abuse Registry Clearance, and pass an annual health exam with the ability to physically restrain adolescents.

We Want To Hear from You! For additional information please call 462-4268.


GEORGE DINING CENTER MAN­

FLEXIBLE HOURS—Get any amount of hours that suit your schedule between 8:30 a.m. thru 11:30 p.m. Set the amount of hours and days of the week. If you have a part-time commitment or would like this starting work packing orders for shipment. Call 420-0065.

STAFF WRITER—Temp. Position to produce feature articles, press releases, brochures, interviews and more for NY Farm Bureau, state’s premier farm advocate group. Strong computer skills a req. Exp. in Microsoft Works and online research helpful. Send resume and samples to: NY Farm Bureau, Attn: Personnel, PO Box 990, Schenectady, N.Y. 12306-0990, fax 518-431-5666.

TELEPHONE RESEARCHERS—Part-time evening and Saturday hours. Professional environment. Market Research—No SALARY. $8.00- $10.00. FINDERS—GUILDERLAND 242-8000. AMERICA’S AIR FORCE: Jobs available in over 150 specialties; “Up to $10,000 existence bonus” $15,000 to $20,000 loan repayment “Price sensitive openings. High school grades age 17-27 or prior service members from any branch, call 1-800-423-
USA or visit www.airforce.com.

A New Career! Start today! What are you waiting for? NAPA Truckers & Making BIG bucks! Baldwin Fusion assistance available if needed. For information contact: Schenectady Capital Training Center 518-351-2469 or Call 1-800-284-4653.

AVON—Looking for higher in­come? Home based work? Earn more? Don’t know where to turn? Let’s talk. (888)462-
0503.

RESEARCHERS: In the Spotlight—New Jersey. Pay a competitive salary, benefits and support. Writing helpful. Send resume to: Mercer County Vocational Education, 439-9724.

High-Paying Postal Job! No Expe­
rience Required! Don’t PAY
regulations for a job with the
Postal Service or Federal Gov­nternment. Call the Federal Trade Commission toll-free, 1-877-382-0001, or www.postal. Learn then get prepared. Must have a reliable transportation and clean license. Communication and personal skills a must. Benefits available. Send resume to Manager, Phoenix, Arizona 85026.


DELMAR: Nice 2-Bedroom, 1.5 baths, 2nd floor, washer/dryer hook-up, Bethlehem 6th District. This apartment has RENTED. THANK YOU FOR YOUR INQUIRIES.

ONE BEDROOM NEAR DELMAR, Washable carpet, $400+ No pets, 439-9021 evenings.

SELKIRK $0 DOWN HOMES Rated 4 rooms and bath. Washer/dryer hook-ups. Quiet.

Voorheesville-304 Ranch w/in-law apartment, 2 bedrooms, 2 full baths, 5-car garage. Call 399-2888.

Hamagrael Elementary School.

Spectacular 2888.

439-2888.

If You Can’t Buy Happiness, Lease It.

'02 FORD EXPLORER
XLS 4x4 4DR
LEASE $295.28* FOR

- 5.0L .255 - Torque Red Cleanout
- Dual Zone Climate Control
- 4.5L SOHC V6 Automatic - PWR
- CD Changer - Radio - Tape
- Programmer (1 owner)
- 30,000 mi. 7.4L V-8 Loaded!
- Loaded Matching Cap. White
- Driver Airbag, 1 Owner
- '99 Chevy Suburban LT 4x4
V-8, Auto, ABS, AC, Full Power
- Tow, Cruise, Alloy, 2 Airbags
- AM/FM Tape, CD, 6 Way
- Power, Fold Rear & Rear AC
- Running Boards, 7300 GVW
- Remote Keyless, #U3439 Black
- 59.46 mi., $294.45

'03 GMC Jimmy SSE 4x4
V-6, Auto, ABS, AC, Full Power
- Tow, Cruise, Alloy, Dual Airbags
- AM/FM Cass., 6 Way, Cloth
- Captain's Chairs, in stock!
- Remote Keyless, 3:42 Trac pkg.
- 1 Owner, #U3479 Black
- 40,478 mi., $19,495

'01 FORD
WINDSTAR LX
LEASE $275.23* FOR

- 3.0L V-6 - Bright Red
- Grey Cloth Interior - Front & Rear Air
- 3.5L, One CF - Automatic - PWR
- Comfort Group - Family Security Package
- MP3 Ready Plug-in

PRE-OWNED AND PRICED TO MOVE

'95 GMC V3500 4x4 HD
6 cyl. 19,500 GVW, 200 H.P.
- Diesel, 6 Speed Manual, 42 gal.
- Fuel Cell, 18’ Box #U3325, 285K
$12,995

'99 GMC W3500 4x4
4 cyl. 142 H.P.
- Diesel, 5sp. Manual, 15’ Supreme Body
- Tuck-Away Gate, Blockheater
- #U3358, 4,000 mi., 1 Owner
$26,995

'95 GMC Savana Cargo
V-6, Auto, ABS, AC, PS, PR.
- Dual Airbags, AM/FM
- 7230 GVW Barn Doors on Side
- 2.4L White #U3095 $17,895

'06 GMC Yukon XL 4x4
4 Dr. V-8, Auto, ABS, AC, Full Power
- Tow, Cruise, Alloy, 4 Airbags
- Remote Keyless, #U3546, White
- Keyless, 2 Owner, 3:42 Trailer pkg.
- Remote Keyless, 144,000 mi., 1 Owner
$17,940

'95 GMC 3/4 ton HD 11.5 Box
2 Wheel Drive
- 10,000 mi. 4.3L V6 Loaded!
- Loaded Matching Cap. White
- Driver Airbag, 1 Owner
- '95 Chevy Suburban LT 4x4
V-8, Auto, ABS, AC, Full Power
- Tow, Cruise, Alloy, 2 Airbags
- AM/FM tape, CD, 6 Way
- Power, Fold Rear & Rear AC
- Running Boards, 7300 GVW
- Remote Keyless, #U3439 Black
- 59.46 mi., $294.45

'00 GMC Jimmy SLE 4x4
V-6, Auto, ABS, AC, Full Power
- Tow, Cruise, Alloy, Dual Airbags
- AM/FM Cass., OT. Glass.
- Remote Keyless, 3:42 Trailer pkg.
- 1 Owner, #U3479 Black
- 39,487 mi., $26,495

'99 Chevy Suburban LT 4x4 V-8,
Auto, ABS, AC, Full Power
- Tow, Cruise, Alloy, 2 Airbags
- AM/FM Cass., CD, Leather, 6 Way
- Power, Fold Rear & Rear AC
- Running Boards, 7300 GVW
- Remote Keyless, #U3439 Black
- 59.46 mi., $294.45

'01 GMC Jimmy SSE 4x4
V-6, Auto, ABS, AC, Full Power
- Tow, Cruise, Alloy, Dual Airbags
- AM/FM Cass., OT. Glass
- Remote Keyless, 3:42 Trailer pkg.
- 1 Owner, #U3479 Black
- 40,478 mi., $19,495

'00 GMC Jimmy SLE 4x4
V-6, Auto, ABS, AC, Full Power
- Tow, Cruise, Alloy, Dual Airbags
- AM/FM Cass., OT. Glass
- Remote Keyless, 3:42 Trailer pkg.
- 1 Owner, #U3479 Black
- 40,478 mi., $19,495

'96 GMC Yukon SLY 4x4, 2 Dr.
V-8, Auto, ABS, AC, Full Power
- Tow, Cruise, Alloy, 4 Airbags
- Remote Keyless, #U3576, Maroon
- 47,806 mi., 1 Owner
$15,495

'98 GMC 1/2 Ton X-Cab 4x4
V-8, Auto, ABS, AC, Full Power
- Tow, Cruise, Alloy, Dual Airbags
- AM/FM Cass., CD, Leather,
- 1 Owner, #U3385, White
- 26,810 mi., 1 Owner
$19,995

'97 MEDIUM DUTY
'95 GMC W5 Box Truck
19,500 GVW, 6 cy.
- 4X4, 200 H.P., Diesel, 6 Speed
- Manual, 42 gal., Fuel Cell,
- 18’ Box #U3325, 285K
$12,995

'99 GMC W3500 Series
4 cyl. 142 H.P., Diesel, 5sp.
- Manual, 15’ Supreme Body
- Tuck-Away Gate, Blockheater
- #U3358, 14,000 mi., 1 Owner
$26,995

'99 GMC Jimmy SSE 4x4
V-6, Auto, ABS, AC, Full Power
- Tow, Cruise, Alloy, Dual Airbags
- AM/FM Cass., OT. Glass
- Remote Keyless, 3:42 Trailer pkg.
- 1 Owner, #U3479 Black
- 39,487 mi., $26,495

'96 GMC Yukon SLY 4x4
V-8, Auto, ABS, AC, Full Power
- Tow, Cruise, Alloy, 4 Airbags
- Remote Keyless, #U3576, Maroon
- 47,806 mi., 1 Owner
$15,495

'98 GMC 1/2 Ton X-Cab 4x4
V-8, Auto, ABS, AC, Full Power
- Tow, Cruise, Alloy, Dual Airbags
- AM/FM Cass., CD, Leather,
- 1 Owner, #U3385, White
- 26,810 mi., 1 Owner
$19,995

'97 MEDIUM DUTY
'95 GMC W5 Box Truck
19,500 GVW, 6 cy.
- 4X4, 200 H.P., Diesel, 6 Speed
- Manual, 42 gal., Fuel Cell,
- 18’ Box #U3325, 285K
$12,995

'99 GMC W3500 Series
4 cyl. 142 H.P., Diesel, 5sp.
- Manual, 15’ Supreme Body
- Tuck-Away Gate, Blockheater
- #U3358, 14,000 mi., 1 Owner
$26,995

'96 GMC Yukon SLY 4x4
V-8, Auto, ABS, AC, Full Power
- Tow, Cruise, Alloy, 4 Airbags
- Remote Keyless, #U3576, Maroon
- 47,806 mi., 1 Owner
$15,495

'98 GMC 1/2 Ton X-Cab 4x4
V-8, Auto, ABS, AC, Full Power
- Tow, Cruise, Alloy, Dual Airbags
- AM/FM Cass., CD, Leather,
- 1 Owner, #U3385, White
- 26,810 mi., 1 Owner
$19,995

'97 MEDIUM DUTY
'95 GMC W5 Box Truck
19,500 GVW, 6 cy.
- 4X4, 200 H.P., Diesel, 6 Speed
- Manual, 42 gal., Fuel Cell,
- 18’ Box #U3325, 285K
$12,995

'99 GMC W3500 Series
4 cyl. 142 H.P., Diesel, 5sp.
- Manual, 15’ Supreme Body
- Tuck-Away Gate, Blockheater
- #U3358, 14,000 mi., 1 Owner
$26,995

'96 GMC Yukon SLY 4x4
V-8, Auto, ABS, AC, Full Power
- Tow, Cruise, Alloy, 4 Airbags
- Remote Keyless, #U3576, Maroon
- 47,806 mi., 1 Owner
$15,495

'98 GMC 1/2 Ton X-Cab 4x4
V-8, Auto, ABS, AC, Full Power
- Tow, Cruise, Alloy, Dual Airbags
- AM/FM Cass., CD, Leather,
- 1 Owner, #U3385, White
- 26,810 mi., 1 Owner
$19,995

'95 GMC W5 Box Truck
19,500 GVW, 6 cy.
- 4X4, 200 H.P., Diesel, 6 Speed
- Manual, 42 gal., Fuel Cell,
- 18’ Box #U3325, 285K
$12,995


2000 Subaru Impreza TS AWD Wagon, Loaded, Full Power, A/C, CD, Auto. Trans., Remote Keyless Entry, 2.5 Liter Engine, #256. NOW ONLY $18,590*


*Tax, Title & Registration Fee Additional.
outlines, Pofti said, "We just wanted it out there to let (residents) know we have a thought-out plan they can be part of." The board is seeking input from the town’s residents and existing businesses, to identify business opportunities that would fit the rural-enterprise model. These would include essential services needed in revitalizing the town’s historic hamlets, from general stores to specialty retail.

"We want to promote the growth of businesses that fit the scale and fit the rural-enterprise model. These would include essential services for our existing businesses, to identify shops - en route to recreation-specialty destinations from Thacher to Indian Ladder Farms," said Pofti. "We just want to make sure we’re not trying to be exclusive."

"As we’re also in the process of collecting raw data on (existing) recreational facilities in town," he said, "pinpointing as many as we can think of, how many acres, what might be there" - including local Albany County Land Conservancy preserves like Bennett Hill and Holt Preserve - private facilities like Whitbeck Grove; and town, state, and county parks from Feura Bush Park to Lawson to Thacher.

"We’re at a moment in our history where we can provide some context for how we want our town to look," Pofti said. "We’re not trying to be exclusive.

Dempf will work on developing "overlays" to the rural character zones that would incorporate standards regarding signage and construction. "I think we can keep it at the level of a conceptual overview," Pofti said. "We don’t need to reopen the zoning law.

"We’re also in the process of collecting raw data on (existing) recreational facilities in town," he said, "pinpointing as many as we can think of, how many acres, what might be there" - including local Albany County Land Conservancy preserves like Bennett Hill and Holt Preserve; private facilities like Whitbeck Grove; and town, state, and county parks from Feura Bush Park to Lawson to Thacher.

The board received a status report Wednesday from Reilly on the work of that task force, now midway through its planning study launched in March. "As the five-year plan is being developed, it’s with the idea of designing destination points for eco-tourism," said Reilly. "We’re also in the process of collecting raw data on (existing) recreational facilities in town," he said, "pinpointing as many as we can think of, how many acres, what might be there" - including local Albany County Land Conservancy preserves like Bennett Hill and Holt Preserve; private facilities like Whitbeck Grove; and town, state, and county parks from Feura Bush Park to Lawson to Thacher.

The task force, Reilly said, hopes to complete a draft report by late summer. \"It’s a very preliminary plan,\" Reilly said, "we just wanted it out there to let (residents) know we have a thought-out plan they can be part of.\" The board is seeking input from the town’s residents and existing businesses, to identify business opportunities that would fit the rural-enterprise model.

"We want to promote the growth of businesses that fit the scale and fit the rural-enterprise model. These would include essential services needed in revitalizing the town’s historic hamlets, from general stores to specialty retail.\" Pofti said, "we just want to make sure we’re not trying to be exclusive."

\"We’re also in the process of collecting raw data on (existing) recreational facilities in town,\" he said, \"pinpointing as many as we can think of, how many acres, what might be there\" - including local Albany County Land Conservancy preserves like Bennett Hill and Holt Preserve; private facilities like Whitbeck Grove; and town, state, and county parks from Feura Bush Park to Lawson to Thacher.

The board received a status report Wednesday from Reilly on the work of that task force, now midway through its planning study launched in March. \"As the five-year plan is being developed, it’s with the idea of designing destination points for eco-tourism,\" said Reilly. \"We’re also in the process of collecting raw data on (existing) recreational facilities in town,\" he said, \"pinpointing as many as we can think of, how many acres, what might be there\" - including local Albany County Land Conservancy preserves like Bennett Hill and Holt Preserve; private facilities like Whitbeck Grove; and town, state, and county parks from Feura Bush Park to Lawson to Thacher.

The task force, Reilly said, hopes to complete a draft report by late summer.